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INTRODUCTION

The American Issues 'Fortint .a ,national 'Bicentennial prevent
sponsored by the National Endowment for the Humanities (NM)" and
co-sponsored by the American Revolution Bicentennial 'Administra-
tion (ARM). It seeks to engage Ame?ie.ans of all ages and walks of
life in serious consideration of our nation's in3titutions,
values, and traditions. To make this possible, NEU has developed
and pubiished a Calendar setting forth and elaborating4upon the
issue's connected with nine Monthly topics and 36 weekly sub.
topics. . The full text of the Calendar is encloala, as the last
appendix of this volume. During -the_ 36. weeks Of the school year
beginling September' 197, and 1 running.. through Miy, 1976, much
-attention will be given to 'the topi.ae and,Attestions described in
the Calendar in the press nd the broadcast media. Several
publication projects have also- been arranged for by the NEH to
suppOrt the efforts of 'lett* -aenii to engage in-this conaideration of "
our nation's laaritage and future.

What IS Araarica?/Discuask:ma has .been prepa.re'd by the
Regional American Issuee:-Forum Prop's'''. which has been.created'by
NEH 'to support the Forum in- the Great, Plains and-Rocky Mbuntain
states,' and which has its head4aerters at the University of
_Denver. This is the, first Volume . of two (the second will be
published in Cctober) which are designeti to proVide.high schools
with A specials. activity.orientK; one -day diSeussion unit:for
each of the 36 veekly. topics Of. the 'Forum's .Calendsr. Scholars -at
several. of the region's_ universities Ailco/Liberating in the
production of What is,AineticaZiDipcussforia. They are suggesting
to the editors what_ substantive points might best be treated in
the units and what documents and 6ther readings `ma be_ Selected to
demonstrate to studenti how.- Americans have attempted and'now-
attempt' to deal With the problems and Issues raised by the
Calendar. The reaponsibility for - editing.. :the,.units has
rested upon' the General' Editors, Dr. Robert. E. Roeder, Department
of History, University of Denver; Dr. Jarrell McCracken, ;Denver
public Schools; and Dr., Ted 'Soens, Pittsburgh .Public Schools.

This first voltmie contains' the 16 units for the first four
months of the Calendar," whiCh conclisde just before the normal
Winter -.break ,in the school year. -The: second. volume will cover the'
balance of the Calendar..The,uniti are designed with the needs and
opportunities of mini** high: sChOol social studies and history
Classes primacily in kind. They may, however; be used In other
senior high school classee and, in ,some instances, in junior high
ichools-



/

Each of the one-dai units is a self-contained package, It
contains suggestion's to the teacher of procedures fbr its usP; and
readings, instructions, /and questions to be duplicated by the
teacher for -student uses. This volume is left unbound in order to
facilitate that duplication. Although a variety of instructional
procedures are suggested, all of the units are intended to engage:
students in structured:activities leading them toactive inquiry
and participation in the class discussions. Teachers preferring to
use a simpler fOrMat will also find materials in theSe.units and
useful questions in/ the Calendar text suitable for "read -and:-
discuss'! proceduresAdditional sources of readings and other'
instructional-:materials keyed to each week's topic and questions
are desCribed below and in-theaPpendices Ofthis volume.

:

Each teacher will, of course, decide when and how best to use
the units in .his or.her classes. Some will find them useful when
their courses normally reach apoint where one of the American.
Issues ,Forum topics comes under consideration. The. editors urge,
however, that during the.forthcoming Bicentennial year, teachers
Consider using. these units .:on a-monce-a-week" basis during the
weeks specified by the Calendar. During those weeks, special
stimulus to, and special information for, diScussion of the topics
will be given by the press' and broadcast media, and in some
communities by .other AIF programs. For instance,each week the
Calendar's topicwill be examined,in,an essay - written by,one of
the nation's leading scholars* These essays will appear in many of
the nation's neviepapers.-(See the section on "CoUrses By News-
paper"'-in Appendix I for additionalimformation.)

Teachers who-are interested in further pursUingLisSues raised
by the weekly Calendar text, or in alternative, ways of examining
them,' will find suggestions in the units themselVes and inthe
AIF-related materials described in AppendictS I and II of this
volume. AppendiX "I contains copies of the Adult. and Youth.
Bibliographies:, prepared by the4merican Library Association,
which recommend books and other materials for each week of the
Calendar. Ih also contains a description' of .the."Courses'By
Newspaper" essay series and of its parallel readers, study guides,
and community leader's guides. Brochures describing those readers
and guides and containing information about .how they .may be

obtained are enclosed in this Appendix. .Teachers considering
purchase of the readers for use in their classes may obtatm free
examination copies by writing to the publisher. The study guides
contain additional bibliographies keyed, to the weekly topics, and
the community leader's guides contain week-by-week suggestions for
discussion procedures and materials. Finally, Appendix I contains
information about the annotated film list,' keyed to the weekly

topics, which is being.prepared by the Educational-Film Library
Association. .

Appendix II describes other AIF - related projects which will

be of considerable interest' to schoolS.. WNET/13.is producing

OURSTORY, a series of nine dramatic television programs, one for
each month of the. Calendar, for distribution through the PBS



educational network. A 16-page teacher's guide is also being
developed by WNET/13 to accompany each of the dramatic programs.
This gui e will be sent directly to each junior and senior high
school s cial studies department in thecountry. It will contain
materials reproduceable for student use, as well a3 suggestions to
teachers. A publication, available at modest cost, entitled 101
Ways to Observe the Bicentennial, contains suggestions which are

'primarily designed for use at the elementary level. Project
Forward '76 has prepared discussion materials intended primarily
for use by churches, but which may alsobe of interest to schools.
The Bicentennial Youth Debates project described in the Appendix
II is producing debaters' materials that may also be useable in
the classroom.

The second volume of What as America? will be ready for
distribution. in late October. It will be sent automatically' to
schools receiving this volume. Teachers interested in using the
short discussion-starter oral tapes being prepared by the Uni.
Varsity of Denver in association with this editorial effort should
write to: Dr. Robert E. Roeder* 401 !Ivy Reed Building* University
.of Denver* Denver, Colorado 80210. The tapes iill be available at
no charge to -those sending in blank tapes and.return postage_. They
contain classic Ameriden statements-bearing upOnthe issues of the

F
week.

Teachers interested in having their classes participate in
the .American -ISsUes Forum .will 'thus have a great variety of
materials from yhich to select. It is hoped that the units in' What
Is OMerica? will serve to raise issues of fundamental and abiding
importance in the nation's life, and to'aid students in gaining
ipsight into how this people has Sought to reSolve them.



TO TEACHER

The TO 11111.TEACIO* page or pagers of retch of the units
explains hog to use It in c &rabbi detail. A few gsrtwerat
surestions for uge. should, -- however, be mentioned here.

1. In preparing to use a weekly unit teachers should
consult the enclosed Calsodar to see the full range
of issues it suggests in connection with the topic
of that week.' In order to make poseible serious end
fruitful discussion, most of the units btu. on one
of a few of the question. raisedby th4 Calendar.
Teachers may, however, find it useful to read the
Calendar text to students on the dsy before the
lesson, in order to orient them to the context of
the particular questions the unit,pursues.

Many of the unite include materials which are to be
duplicated for distribution the day before the
discussion is scheduled so that students may prepare
themselves by overnight reading. Others of the units
also will require pre.preparatioit of materVals to be
distributed in the courst'of the class discussions
These volumes are being distributed in an unbound
form and the printing.has been dons in a Simple
style so as to facilitate the process of inochool
duplication.

3. All of the units are designed to elicit active
participation by a substantial percentage of the
students in the class. Some pre-planning of group
and individual assignments will economize on class
time.
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November 16 Equal Protection Under the Law
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A President: An Elected Executive
-The Government".: The Growth at Bureaucracy

December 20, 1975

November 23
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December 77
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EIGHT MONTH.: Growin
April 4
April 11:
April 11k
April 25'

ff Tft MONTH; Life, LI

May 2:
May 9;
May 16.
May 2q:

The-Arnericen Work Ethic
Organiabori of the Labor Foroe
The Welfare State: Providing a Lisratthoad
Enjoying the Fruits of Labor

Americo :." Febtotry 8,,,tarch 6, /976
Privste EnterPtise ill the Marketplace
Empire Cornering the Market
Subsidizingand Regulating: Controlling the Economy
Selling It* Consumer

the World Metch7.April 3, 1976
The Arriericsin"Orttion" Arbong NOtiOfl$
The Econothionimension
A Po*er ill the World
A Nation Among Nations

P frr Amelia Aorif44,40y 1, 1976

The American Family
Education for Work and for Lite
"In God We Trust"

A $ense of Belonging

rty and the Pursuit of Happfness May 2-May 29. 1976
The Rugged Individualist
Time Dream of Success
The Pursuit of Pleasure
The Fruits of Wisdom
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American Issues Forum

9, August 31 th
-September xi', 1

August 311September 6:The Founding Peoples

TO THE TENZHE: Es
Given e seta data sheets, each student should be willing to,hypothisize about'

the government, economy, and social structure of three peoplesaethe Africans
(Minding° tribe), the Europeans (Puritans), and the Indians (Mato titan).

2. Students ihould be willing to support or alter their hypothesis based. on
additional evidence,

3. Each student should be able to make a statement regarding the advantages and
disadvantages each society had in relation to the other two societies. ,

Ole have selected only thre groups to represent the hundreds of different peoples
who make up our "Pounding Peoples". Time and space limit the:muMber which can be
introduced. We felt that representative people would best explain the diverse
backgrounds from which they o iginatede)

ESIXFAALS,

At the close of the period'on the day beforethe lesson is to be used, divide page
two into two parts. Diatriblite the pets Abeet,onEuropean.mignints to ope*third of
the class; the pop Sheet on the Mahometan Indians to the second third ofthe clasp;
and the- Df Shfet on the Mending° Tribe of Western Africa to the remaining
third of the etas*. Also give each student the chart on page 4. Ask the students to
study their Bata Sheets and generate hypotheses which answer the questions on the
chart. Each student will answer only those questions which pertain to, hie society.
Do not worry if some students find it difficult answering all of the questions. The
material will stimulate thinking and inquiry skills take time to develope

Begin the period when the leSson is used by grouping the class according
to the people, they studied, Ask etch group to spend about five minutes shapng their
answers within their own, group and to select a.chairpersop4 At the end of the time,
each chairpersonwill'relate the4roupti'hypothesis to the other two groups. Meters
of these groups will complete their charts accordingly. When all of the chairpersons
are finiebed, diskrihOte the pidenee Slit to all students and ask them to
determine the validity of each group's findings. They are also to complete any part
of the chart they *wilt anti Bred. Then, with the charts in mind, engage the
students 1114 disoussionbased on the following questions:

1. Mow are these societies the same? In what ways do they differ?
2. When these groups come in contact, which group would have the advantage? Why?
3. What can the group with the advantage gain from the other two by using its

advantages?

THE POUND PEOPLES Month I Week 1. Page 1 ,



11.6...4.3EETs Eurc.........u..E.......w...Tdkan Iii ants to the New World. -

A Needful Tbi As Ev Planter Or Ou To Provide

EPromt Reveriaul ***finis Iliggints, New lantation (London, 1630) 1

Victuals for a whole year for
-a-man, and so after the rate
for more*

$ bushels of meal,
2 bushels of peas,
2 bushels of oatmeal,
1 gallon of aqua-vita,
1 gallon of oil,
2 gallons of vinegar
1 firkin of butter. .

Apparel.
1 Monmouth cap,
3 felling bands,
3 shirts,
1 waistcoat,
1 auit,of canvas,
1 suit of frIese,
1 suit. of cloth,
3 pair, of stockings,
4 pair of shoes,
2 pair of sheets,
7 ells of canvas:, to make

a bed and bolster,
1.pair ofblanketa.
1 coarse rug.

Arms
1 armor, complete,
1 long piece,
ford,
1 belt,
tbandoleer,
20 'pound of powder,
60 pound,of lead,
1 pistol and goose shot.

Tools
1 broad hue,
1 narrow hoe,
1 broad axe,
1 felling axe,
Lateel handsaw,
'I Whippa0,

I hamper,
1 spade,
2 augers,
'4 .chisels,
2 piercers, stoc d,

V, gimlet, -

latches,
2 frowers,
1 handbill,

1 grindstone,
I pickaxe,
nails, -of all sorts.

Household' Implements
I iron pot,':
1 kettle,
I frying pan,
1 gridiron,
2 skillets,
I spit,
wooden platters,
dishes,
spoona,
trenchers*

Spices.
Sugar,
Pepper,
Cloves,
Mace,
Cinnamon,
Nutmegs, Fruit.

Also, there are diverse other things necessary to be taken over to this planta-
tion, .[suoh] as a 'ibis and other books,. nets, hooks and lines, cheese, bacon,
kine, goatt, etc.

JTA,.The l Inaithabitants The Nahometan. 1.1.111

AL Vocabulary Words:

I. Tacockqus
2. I014-Ipts

fall
water

13..Sac.sapaan
14. Iwse

soup
meat

Cockoon
26* Virum

leggings
grapes .

3., Xisquenon a week 15* Seepe river 27* Tonaque beaver

4* bog or marsh 160..one bread 28. Accoke snake.Assisku
5., Aquswan coat 17. Whinne snow 29. Tomphidkan axe

6. -ftholo canoe or boat 18. Wean winter 30. Seppock moccasins

7* Tipaas hen 19. Hosequen corn 31. Seckha salt

8. Lamiss fish 20. Miningus rink 32. Asqu meadow

9. Kaheke. "goose- 21. Sickenom turkey 33. Nazar* squirrel

10. flusboon dugout canoe 22. Mides -elk 34. Paug pond

11. Hoboken tobacco pipe 23. Quing-Quing duck Quippelens hoe

Soccutakan breeches 24. Pooksucar knife '36* Nippinge 3WaTier

THE POUNDING PEOPLES: 1/1/2
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amp ,Iftwoneelniereetaithe Puritans. Earl* Utk.

Puritans, '44043 with ..thme a
variety; of ideas ,ritained from their
13. liah home land, arrived in the new
world _.ready to reform it in their
Jilosige Dissatisfied with -many of the
changes rapidly taking, place in Eng.
land, the Puritan set out to build his
society in en' unspoiled Place. They
organised themelves ipto Protestant
religious congregations *here ..en and
woman could work together with salve.
tion as theji goal. %Intik* itnelank,
where the king or-quoin ruled, in the.
new worldt the bead of the %rite!: faith
woad ,hold the decision making _pOweir.
The hope then was to eau:till-eh* a colony
Or Colonies of pure Christiana who
together would work towards God's end
in exchange for His protection. Those
violating the rules would be severly
punished.

When- established along the coast and
rivers of , Massachusetts and Conticti.
cut, where summers could be hot and

. cold,`Iiintt" dempi and cold the Puritans
Amtbr planted their fields and

set tot. fishing._ Blessed with good:-
leedership and a belief in hard work
and the Puritans prospered and
grew. The availability of Weber meant
that the Individual families of Puri-'

IRE FOUNDING PEOPLES: 1/1/5

tans would live in hums- consitruted of
timber and also encouraged the growth
of shipbuilding. The used for timber, a
saleable and available product, and
increased pastureland caused the Puris
tan to spread out and acquire mrst land
at 'a rapid rate et gurrpoint if noises.,
sary. But mall farmers hat trouble
producing moth more than they/or their
finalise could consume, therefore cash
depended on the sale of ;lumber or
cattle and both depended on constantly
1i:creating land holdings.

Farmers depended on the town the
center of goverisain.t and business.
Though the goverment officialT were
elected, Puritan settlements *etre:Pt
totally demecratic; the elite held the
power. Town meetings maintained eco-
nomic and social order. These meetings
made economic decisions about land use
and road building while rel
Leaders' set the models for good eve
day behavior. The rules were seldom in
doubt. In the family, the father stooil
as the authority figure, the teacher,
and the leader of daily prayer. Weak._
TUISS or disorder in the family was not
to be tolerated just as disorder was
not to be tolerated in the i.'uritan
community.

It



t.,..211E..,n1LaitMA_,.41 b s The liahometanItians. About 1632
Adopted Err".t. bditiallstutjeo 1,itAr..AXILMWAAmiaa

The Nahammtan Indians', living near
-rivers and the sea, survived and
prnspered on a diet of fish, the meat
of various/week/1 venimels and birds, and
corn. Deer, and geese freque ly
supplemented the diet and soups of ild
berriei and corn must have been c
Much of tha land was flat and
but other areas were burned clean *o
vegetation in attempts to clear away
the forest, start grass growiig and
thereby attract more deer.

male &sinned the society, chose hie
marriage partner, and was cesIaidered
the pro_tettor. But separation of the
family; as among several Indian groups,
may eau canton and easy. In this
case children vent with the 03ther..
0 1 education of these children did-
not exist, but adults consistently

sad on tile necessary skills.

These Indians used fire in this way but
also employed it to burn out the in-
terior of logs when building canoes.
Fire also heated- stones for cooking
purposes or provided the beat for small
0.abin4ike structures similar to saunas.
Sometimes the people would liedown
-;:nside these structures until heated to
perspiring; they then crawled' out and
jumped in cold water. In this way they
cleaned their bodies and sought_ to cure
diseases like rheumatism.

varied in size 'from smell single
dwellings to some as long as 60

with earth floors, low sides and
in the roof to allow the meeke to

recaps. Small entrances forCed the
occupants to stoop as-they entered to
do their cooking or return for the
ninht. Several families occupied these
houses, cocked, on individual fires and
ate whenever hungry. Women raised the
children, may have been considered the
"owners" of the homes, and did the
domestic chores which included culti.
vatting the small fields. Apparently the

POUNDDIG PEOPLES: 1/1/6

Explorations the wn by in
the hands of "Shaman or witch
doctor. lie cured the sick passed ou
the understanding of the,afterlife and
heaven, and provided oi-der in the
society through unwritten rules
cern-tug good and bad behavior, good aid
bad` food, aid even the kids of games
to be played. The earth and all of
nature as well as the worlds of spirits
and dreg*: were of great importance to
these people whe; depended ..nw nature.

The existence of shell beads, .used in
part for decorative purposes, night
also indicate that the Nahometans used
these, in simple trading experiences
involving other groups of people living
nearby Whether tobacco grew wild or at
all in the area at this time remains,
unclear but that the lishemetans used
tobacco cannot be doubted as several
words for the plant, pipes and pouches,
appear in their vocabulary. This too,
may have- been a part of the simple
trade system producing some contact
with nearby peoples, but none with the
outside world until the arrival of the
Europeans in the early 17th century.



IyalitilSELguantftataaiLimatialt
reqe liandingo people numbered perhaps

la 90,000 people (17001s) who lived
.4 large conpact settlements along the

Gambit Rivet: in Western Africa. Hach
village numbered as 111111DY IRS 3:000
people. The primary grouping was around
the extended ..family with the wale 'line
beim; dominant. The' leader of the
village was the **Dior man of the
senior branch of the line claiming
direct d /scent fres the - original
founder...settler of the comanity. He
was referred to as the alkali". His
authority was limited by a council of
free compound leaders- of the 'village
and he governed with their advice.
During public trials the "alkali"
listened to evidence from both sides
and he or other lesser officials would
cross-examine the witnesses. Decisions
were arrived at with the approval of
the audience which was the stitire

village. Decision wars based- upon
Islamic law. The Handingo had three
castes: the Poro, or those people who
were freeborn members; the Nyessalo, or
the artisans which included black-
sidthas leatherwtorkers, potters, and
weavers and praise-singers; and the
Jongo, or ,slaves. A. variety of foods
was available; 'however, unproductive
planting methods and uncertain rainfall
meant that famine was a serious threat:
People starved during the rainy season.
Rice was an important crop grown along
the river chiefly in the fresh-water
swamps. In the uplands, millet and corn

ME POUNDING PEOPLES:

were grown. These grains were supile..
netted with neat from antelope or el*
phew, from. gemabirds, or fish..Noseds
drifting *through the area provided silk
free large cattle herds. Cattle veto
rarely used for meat but were con..
sidared a mark of wealth and status.
The Mandinso people 'acted as middlemen.,
for the prosperous Arab trade routes,
which crossed through the Gambia River
valley. Salt *-''was brought up the river
from the rivhils -south to the Barra.
kunda Palls *mere it was loaded on
caravans of doitteys for trade eastward.
Salt was exchnood for many goods in-
cluding cloth, hides, ivory, and ores-
vents of brass, slaves, and beeswax. An
interesting person in the Handing°
society was the griot who was the
walting, living archive of oral his..
tory. The griot was an old man ..who-
since his

the
was trained' to '<

remember the stories of his clan ever
since the clan begin- literally centu -
ries of stories. The griot was usually
in his seventies and underneath him
were men separated by about a decade
(sixty, fifty, forty, thrity, twenty,
and a teenager). ...Each line of griots
would be the experts in the story of a
isajGr family clan.' Other lines of
griots would be responsible for other
family clans. - They told their stories
in narrative form essentially the same
way they had been told down across time
since their forefathers.

*40017



September 7/13: Two Centuries of immigrants

WILIFAHER=

SILISCLIA1

1. Given a set of tailepce..Sheala containing quote's fiom immigrants, descriptions
about their experiences and statistics, the students should be ahle to make three
accurate statements about the immigrant experience.

2. Given several statements about immigrants, the students will claisify these
statements and use them to write a paragraph.

3. The students should be willing to participate in group discussions.

ESEEMBLis

On the 'day before the lessofi ie used, ask the students to do the folloWing
as an introductory exercise:

1. Wits. down three questions they would ask their ancestors about their immigration
or Migration eXperience;

20 ussthissa-questious to interview their parenti okrelattves on the immigration or
internal migration experience_of their ancestors.

At this time prepare five or six Evidence Packets for the next day!s lesson by
duplicating each of the pages entitled Evidence Sheet and cutting along the dashed
lines to Separate the littered sections. Each packet shOu/d'include all the lettered
sections.

1

OA the day of the lesson, begin, by -asking the students for the queStionS
they had written. Write these on the board and-tell the class that they will he
referring to them later in the. period. (Their questions Should include: Why,-did be
iSmigrite? Who immigrated? Where did he go? What did he find? What impact did he
have?

Then divide the ciassjnto five or six groups. give each group. select a chairperson
and fa ,recording secretary. Distribute the Evidence Packets and'explain that each
packet contains many pieces of information about the immigration and migration
experiences to and within' the United States. Each-group is to look.at all of the
Oidence sections and compile three statements about the immigration and migration
experisnCes based on them and the questions and answers from their., homework
assigAment. At the end of 2d minutes, ask each group =s chairperson to give the
best statement his group has made. .Record- the statement on the chalkboard.
Keep repeating this procedure with each gkdup until you have about 15 statements.

$ow ask each student to write a gerteral statement (a Paragraph) about the
immigration experience based Amon the statements. After five minutes, ask three or
four -students to read aloud their paragraphs and have the class comment. Give time
for corrections, additions, and improvements.and collect the papers.

TWO CENTURIES,OF THHIGRANTS: Month I / Week 2 I. Page 1
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A. Ethnic and.RaCial distribution of -the population iin 17901

19.3% black
B1** white
Indians not accounted for in

Of the whites, 60.9.1* -were

8.3% were
9.7k were
8.7% were
3.4% Were
1.7% were
0.7%, Were

the census.
of Englisheatock
of Scotch .'stock
of Irish ::stack
of German stock
of Dutch. stock
of French stock
of Swedish stock

f m . al a -- m m r.w, II m

opulation by-ethnic origin 1971 (total population 292,854,000)

English 31,000,000
French 5 9200;000

. German 25,700, 060
Irish 16,326,000
Italian- 8,733;000
Polish 4,941,000
Russian 2,132,000.

Spanish '.:9; 000,000
Mexican 50000,000
'Wert-6

t,450i 000
.'84,69.2,000 (including'.

792,730 Indians, 2.2,000,000 :

314d4114EUngarians,_Greeks,
Czechs, YugoslaVianS, Dutch

44Pattese,- Chinese, .5Vids other
Asians, Albitilit DOE'S" etc.)

Not 'Reporting 15 aomoo

a ins Sr al fa Ale so a a as at al ,, a as

C«.-. "But faith was not kept with the HOrmoris who remained in auvOo. Although they

had .agreed. to leave. in detachments, they were not allOwed the necessary time to
dispose of . their property; and, in Septembei, 1846, the'City. was'besieged .by their
enemies', upon the pretence, that they did not intend to fulfill; the .stipulations

de with the people and authorities ofIllinois« After a three,:dast boMbardieent,
tote last remnant. was finally driven out by fire and sword* History of the MoimsLos

p 215, 1854« /z/.

so so a a a MMM = so if

"No/rish.Need Apply" (1855).

. - MMM 01.is m MMMM

"When we left Cuba three years ago," he said in a hoarde voice "according to
stro we were in patria.we had. lost our :country.' But you.cannot 1ase the country

n your heart« Yoit gaVe us a welcome and a Chance to rebuild our jives* Now I feel a

love fog two countries." (1974).
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Emmet SHEET 2

Immigration Is At Its Highest Point in Half, a .Century (Headlin, 1975).

N- w M MM m 1111 M

G. -:Utider the grendstand of. the stadium at the University of Chicago, Enrico Fermi
and ..§stiard designed and built the alleseential atomic pile in which the first
controlled %itomic Chain reaction converted uranium into fissionable plutonium.
(early 19404)

-11* Emergency QUota .Legielatton,
cotintriee,or regions, of 'birth*

1924. Immigration. quotask allotted to specified

Quota for 1924COuntryor. Reston of Birth.
'-(RepreeentetiVe Samples)

Albinia
2. Bulgaria
3:740#Ciicovekie

.444 Germany -

5,' Greet- Britain, Ireland
6 Qiee0e

Rumania
9.. Sweden.,

10. Africe

Y.

288
302

.14,357
67,607
77,342
3,063
42,057
7,419

20,042
104

I. The Vietnamese refoseerk should be kept out or-the,United States because there are
now nearly 9 tatliton jobless this nation. (1975)

se iimir .ine 9. It as ,

J. "In the name of God, amen.- W.- whose names are underwritten, the subjects of
our dread sovereign lord, King James, by theltrace of god of_Great Britain,. Prance,
and Ireland, kirigt defender of the,Aaith, etc*,lairing -undertaken for ''the glory of

God, and advancement of the Chrietten faith,' and honor .of our king and Country, a
-voyage to plant the first colony in the7,ntirommi parts:. of Virginiii;...." Mayflower

Compact, 1620.

. -M mr 01- .111

K.. "America for the Americans".

TWO: CENTURIES OP IMNIGRANTS:j/2/3



-EVIDENCE SHEET '13

L. "Resolved, That it be, and it is hereby, ,xecouinezded to the several states to
pass laws for preventing the transportation of convicted raalefactote (bad doers)
from foreign countries _Auto the United States." Journal of Congress for 1788,

p. 867.

-m.m. w 111.

}1. "It is said, however, that the quality of recent immigration is Undesirable. The
time is quite -within recent 'memory 'when the same "thing was said of immigrants who,
with their descendants, are now, numbered among our best citizens....'! President
Grover Cleveland in his veto message to the House of Representatives, 1897.

N. "President Gerald.Ford -assured/hie press conference last week that he always. kept
his temper, except for 'occasional outbuFsta.on the golf course.' Nonetheleas, he
was obviously angry over the callow opposition of some Americans to resettling about

Vietnamese iefugees in the U.S. At a, meeting with Republican congressional
leaders, the President said that he was 'damned mad' and added :; 'It just burns me
up. These greathumanitarians...they just.want to turn their tiacks. We didn't do' it

with the Hungarians. We .did It do it with the Cubans. And damn it, we're not going
to do it now.' To that 'e d Ford called on Americans to welcome the refugees and
Congress to appropriate $597 million to settle them." Ti,a May 19, 1975, p. 9.

0.';.we need relief from this pressing evil [expanded itmigration] (paraphrased from
minutes of A.F. of L. .Con*ention, 1891).

P. ',The. new, wave
1924: This time arou
West Indiana, thou

York Times June 8
and Portugal.partss

a"'

is the largest since the migration from Europe between'1880 and
, a majority of the itizaigrants are Asians, Latite4ericans and
there are also many new arrivals from Southern Italy, Greece

of Western Europe that are still poorer than the rest...." Egx
1975, article by Susan Jacoby, p. E. 7..

NO CENTURIES OF IMMIGRANTS: 1/2/4
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EVIBENCi.6HEET 4

\

Q. "The 100,000 to 150,000 Vietnamese expected. to settle here, however, are
insignificant in number in comparison with the nearly four millionimmigrantslof the
past- decade. The arrival of the.fourmillion is the result, of a little-noticed item
on the agenda. of liberal, domestic legislation passed- durinOhe mid-sixties. Signed
by Preaident- Johnadn at the foot of the Statue of .Liberty, the 1,?65.Itrigration
Bill was the first comprehensive overhaul of -a 1924 law that was specifically
designed to favor whit, Anglo-Saxon, northern European immigrants and stem what was
Seen .4as a.tide of Eastern European Jews, Slava, and Italians." New York Tinei June
Bo 1975, article 'by Susan Jacoby, p..

R. "The way the 1965 law works is complicated, and some critics say, still unfair,
in theory and in practice. There is an annual,ceilingi 170,000iammigrants from the
Eastern Hemisphere (Europe and Asia) and 120,000 from the Western Hemisphere (North
and South America). But members of the iMMediate family cif an American citizen,
a-spouee,'children and parents, maybe admitted to the United States without limit."
New York Times, June 8;,1975, article by Susan/Jacoby, p. E. 7.

7 4,

S. "Even before the recession, there bad been opposition to continued immigrati
partly because it is in,conflict with the; goal of zero population, growth. Advocates
of a more liberal policy say that immigration brings an essential vitality,* rather
than a'drain, on the. country's resources." NewTork Times. June 8, 1975, article by
Susan Jacoby, p. E:7*

'

T. "General' our animals are larger here than they were
Norway.... Oueedwa milk very well; and the milk and cream are
were.in Norway."

Letter from a resident of Carver County, Minnesota, to
1858, printed in Theodore C. Blegen,-eds, Land of The r'Choicet
Home, Minneapolis, The University of Minnesota 'Press, 1955.

TWO CENTURIES OF DMIGRANTS: 1/2/5
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in our home. parish in
richer here than they

Friends, October 33,
The Immi rants Writei.-
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U. A president Of $ hank in *Masi.: 19:. was Chief auditor of 00bals largest bank when
Castro netionelleed the banks if:October, 1960. I resigned, the same day. I believed
too strongly in friedol"and democracy and the free enterprise system; 1 definitely
could not iosk for a Coemunist regime. "' '

1 0 w 0 0 0.0 100 00

V. A Judea administering citizenship to a eroup of Portuguese.Mmericanss "My father
came tu:;:e as * Oaf Uallanimmiera some eiehty years seo. I think, of the day be

1:took his oa0 of allegiance as witl today. Row could he have diesmed that
someday his son would be sitting this benchpperhaps the very court where he
swore his own elegance to the United States. Keep alive the heritage and culture
of your homeland. When people lik* you became citizens. Almeria: is enriched.
1 ask you to hold your citizenship deerto'hold it sacred. Love your country.
(1974)

m0000000, W 0 0

W. When the ships (bringing 0ermenimmiexants to Pennsylvania) landed at Ph la
delphia after their long voyage, nudes ts permitted to teevi-them except those oh o;,,
pay for their passage or can give good security; therothers,who cannot pay, uust
remain on board the ships till they are purchased, and are released from the shiPs
by their purchasersThe sick always fare the worst, for the healthy are
aturally preferred and pUrchased first; and so the sick and wretched mist often. re.

main on board in front of the city for two or thremt weeks, and frequeotly die....

The sale of humanbeingsmis carried on thus: Everyday Englishmen, Dutchmen and
Bigh.German people come from the city of Philadephia and other places...say,twent70
thirty,, or forty hours evil...and select-amone the healthy persona such as they deem

suitable for the business, and bargain with them how long they will gem for
their passage-money, whithanst of tbse are still in debt for. When they have come
to an agreement, itlappens that adult persons hind themselves in writing to serve
three,. four, five, or six years for the amount due by,ithes, according to their *,e
and strength. But very young people, from 10 to 15 years, uustserve till they are
21 Years old.

Many parents mist sell and trade away their children like so uany head of cattle;
for if their children take the debt upontheaselves, the parents can leave the ship
fre* and unrestrained...it often *pone that such parents and children, after

leaving the ship, do not se each other again.... Gottlieb Mittleberger, o to

Pe lve n the 1750 tu ar 1754 (18 ) trans.,

lotted by Carl T. awn. pp. 24.29.

X. " -to' eveiey min his chance
"' .to every man, regardless of pis birth, his shining golden opportunity
msto everyman the right to live, to work, to be -himself, and to become
whatever his manhood and his vision can combine to make him

seeker,. is the promise Of Merida."

Thomas
0,

Wolfe from the play, ""You Cans; Go Home Again'', 1940.

TWO CENTURIES or IMMIGRANTS: WA
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September 14/20: Out of Wm One

QOJECLLWAI

Each student should be'willine and able to make a statement about the
sirabi ty of seParation or estimilationas an American goal.

1. °Lyon f a collection of words or statements about separation andrasaimitation,
students should be able to classify each and provide a reasonable explanation of his
or her work.

3. Given e*.blank, hypothetical map of a community, students should be able to
"distribute 'the population" in a way consistent with his or her Values«

(The lesson focuses on the calendar subquestion4 Is it better to emember or
forget?)

.MICKEQUOW

At the close of the period on the day before the lesson is to be used, haL out
copies ot,pages three to five to each student* Ask the-' students to read the
miscellaneous collection of phrases, words std. sentences and classify them as
directed, and ,use all or part of, the questions found on the, page five of the
handout. ,Explain that in Question 1, the P means proseparation and the A means
Aseteilation* Hake sure the students-understand the meaning of these terms before
doing the assignment«

lb open the periqd when the lesson is actually used,-)mu might use any or all of the
following question, to open the 540 minutes disCuesions (rely on the handout
questions as-the basis of the discussion if you wish)

a. How many of the items did you classify as P"?
b. Which one did you' find to be most difficult to deal with?
c. What advantages are there to separatism? to assimilation?
d. Did you find any evidence tc. indicate that the question is not a new one? If

so, what?
e. Which potition do you favor?

Next, distribute the blank map and key, one to each student in the class. Remind
them ok, their. AUSWO to "e" above, and tell each student, based on his value
systonsi"-to distribute othe population on the len according to its numbers as
indidated by the key. You might wish-to walk *round the room and assist those who
are having difficulty with the key. In this way, too, you should be able to locate
two -maps which are taking shape quite differently; thoge maps might be good ones to
discuss first since they represent divergent points of view.

Vien adequate time has been provided for the map construction, you might want to
deal with the- following kinds of questions, (it seems to us that at least four
different asp shapes might be produted).

" O U T OPHANY, OW: Month I / Reek 3 1 Page I



Aesimilatiwn
TOtel.

SeparatOn
Partial

Assimilation
Comptete Separation
of two gioups,

Remainder Assimilated

Start the questioning with one of the more uoutgoing students:.

a* Row did you distribute the ethnic or racial population?
b. Why did you,Uo it as you did ?'.
d. What kinds of problems might occur if he population is distributed

that way?
d* TO a student with a different organizational scheme you might ask, how is

your map different than the other just diecussri? -

e. What Akinds of problsem night your people face, not faced by.those on the
previous map?

f* Can anyone Else see another way to organize the people?
g. What kinds of problems have you avoided and/or created?

. h* What does yodi organizational scheme tell you about your values?
i. Are there even bitter ways to organize this community?

Students-may want to discuss changes in attitudes of people aver time, the reasons
why people favor separation or assimilation, or they mey.want to propose alternag,
rives or blends of the proposals already made*

A major goal of the lesson is to provoke a discussion which deals with the central
question: Should we remember; who =we are or forget? Is .it better to implassize
differences or similarities?

SoMe students may. talk abOut the advisability of being ocinel at Soule levels but

being upstate at other /*vets, If the discussion should go along these lines,
,provide some directiorvandjusse.probintraubquestions* Sociologists talk in terms of
primer, and secondary alsociationsidamily, peer groups, neighborhoods, etc* on the
one hand with the churchl.ecohomiosystem, political system ou the other.

Close this lesson, using about the Iasi ten minutes of the period to ask these

questions;

'Why do some people today want to be imam as Ital loans, Black -

Americana, Chineee,Americans, MemicanAmericans, etc.?
-Should the pOlic school act as an assimilating agent?

OUT OF MANY, Mrs I/3/2
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Irish.Armticane
Vatican-Amaricans'
Gernsa-Amaricens
Chineas-Americens
itaXism.Amaricaus
ItietnamsmeriAmericiins

Pluribuo Unon

WetirjUIFAMBIO
.1apaUesit-Americans
Polish-loaricsos
Bletk-Asearicans
Hungarian-Asmricans
Cnban-Americans
Puerto Rican -Americans

3. Tightly knit ethnic 'groups 'help keep cultural traditions alive, prpvide us
with preferred associates, belp-orixiiizik the social .structure, offer opportunities
for mobility and success, and enable men to identify the in the face of
'chaos,

4. A leading spokesman for the black comutaity cemented, ".'..we will always
want to preserve our ethnicity, `our community. We are a distinct cultural group,
proud of our culture an_ d our institutions* and simply want to be left alcrce to lead
our good black lives."

5 From the Alcatraz Proclamation (1969), "We 9perican Indians) will further
guide the inhabitants in the proper way of living. We will offer theta our religion;
our education, our lifewayst, in order to help them achieve our level of Civilization
and thus raise them and all their white brothers up:: from their savage and unhappy
stiites"

-7,

6. Cubans have been strong ng into Florida slim 1959. Today 0.975) officials
estimate that. over 400,000 Cubans have migrated to this stett, particularly in the
area around Miami. They now own and operate acre than 7,000 businesses in Dade
County, which includes Miami, "Little Havana", as it is popularly called, sprawls
across hundreds of blocks in the city. The businesses include:

14.

Cuban-run radio stations
one TV channel irith only Spanish speaking programs
-one daily newspaper with a circulation of 65,000 .-
47 private schools
.11 medical clini
.40 percent of ell new :construction involved Cuban bui
-50 percent of hotel staffs are Cubans
u Cuban published phone book has 376 pages devoted mainly, to Latin.
American names and businesses in the Miami area,

7. More than 100,000 Portuguese home iTaxigrated to the UniCted States in the
past 10 years (1965.1975). Fall River, Massachusetts, is the center of the New
England's Portuguese coemunities. P.elationships among the various ethnic groups in
the city- have always been good. One interesting incident occurred several years ago
when the Portugese.Americans were celebrating the 800th aniversary of Portugal's
birth. They bad commiseioned for a statue of the famous -Prince Henry the
Itaviaator. However, the statue was erected in the heart of the city's French.
Canadian coamunity. The 'French gat * Pit excited and there was some talk of tearing
down the statue. Hut then, the word got out that time Portuguese were going to pull
down the statue of Lafayette. Things quieted down after that.



8. from 'John Winthrop -1630, (on establishing a religious COMMunity in Massa-
chusetts), "The end is .to improve our lives to do more service to the Lord; the
comforte end IttleriBilte of the body of Chrlite, whereof we are maaheral that ourselves
and posterity may be the better preserved from the, common corruptions of this evill
world, to serve the Lord and was** out the Salvation under the power and purity of
his holy ordinances. 4ttbly for the :wanes whereby this 'must be effected."

9. From the dram, 11The Melting Pot ", by Israel Zangwill, 1908, "American is
God's crucible, the great Melting Pot where all the races of Eueope are melting and
re-forming! Here you, stand, good folk, think I, when I see them at Ellis Island,
here you stand in your fifty- groups, with your fifty _languages and histories', and
your fifty blood,,hatreds and rivalries. But.you'wonit be long like thato brothers,

e......!or these are the fires, of God you've come toe-these are the fires of God. .A fig for
your feuds and vendettas! Germans and Frenchmen, Irishmen and Englishmen, ,Tews and
Russians --into the Crucible with. you all! God is =kin the Amirican..., Yes,. East
and West,- anad North and South, the palm and the pine, the pole.and the equator, the
crescent arid ftthe cross- -how the ..greet Alchemist. smelts and fuses than with`jlis
purging- flan& Here shall they 411 'unite to build the Republic of Kan and the
Icingdein '; Ah, Vera, what is the glory of Rome and Jerusalem where all
natlons and races come to worshielakand look back,' compared with the glory
of America, where all ces and nations come to labour and look forward;'It11.

10. From William" Penn, 1782, "Now this great God bath been pleased to make me
concerned in your part bUthe world; and the King of the country where t live bath
given ra&a great province therein' but I desire to enjoy it with your love and
consent, that we may always live together as reighbourd and friends; else what would
the great God do to us, who bath made us (not to devour and destroY one another,
bat) to live soberly and kindly together in the world!"

11. Prom a letter 'of an anonymous immigrant, 1913s

I'm in this country four months.*** I am polish man. I want be american citizen
--and took here first paper.... But my friends are polish people - -I mist -live with
then--I work in the shoeseshop with polish people - -I stay all the time withetheM-
-eai home - -in the shop'e-anirwheree

I want live with american people, but 'I do not know anybody of averican. I go I.
times to teacher and must pay $2 weekly. I Wanted take board in erglieh house, but I
could not, for I earn only $5 or in a -week, and when I pay teacher $2, I have only
$4e$3 and now english board house icstoo dear- for me. Better job to get is
very hard for me, because I do not spciak;fell. engli,eie and I cannot understand what
they say "to me. The teacher teach itee-but when I core, home --I rust speak polish and
in the shop also. In this way I can live in your country many years - -like my
friends --and never speake-write well english--and never be a good american citizen.
I know here many persons, they live here 10 or moore rears, and they are nbt
citizens, they don't speak english, They* don't know geegn4hy and history of this
country, they don't. kilo* constitution of Ammicao-nothing. I don't like be like them
I. wanted they help me english -they could not -- because they knew eothing. I want
go from them away. But where? Not in the country, because I ,want. go in the city,
free evening schools and Urn. I'm looking for help. If somebody could give me
another job between american people, help me live with them and Fern english --an
could tell me the best ways' how I can fast 'ern-it would, be very, very good for pte.
Perhaps you have, somebody, here he could help me? mi.
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router of the /Ugh Council: (Ilormons)...3eunisry 20, LW* Mk, the
of high Cotocil of the ,..ant to set out into the !esters*:

codstrye..* 'company of ploneers.... Our pioneers anilidnstruoted 0,4...find a good
0 mks ,* crop. ,.good valley...*erefrhei will infringe upon no one.

end bn -mot likely colts infringed-Upon!
Ny'

Pierre the letter" P in front - these statements which favor separation
end =a letter A for those ittatements which favor unification of the various peoples;

What conclusions about Alkairican' Society .do you arrive at after reading these
ateeements?

3. 'Oat =Maine to. the Polish issigrent, wire the things hit thought he should do
to become a true American? If be could hawkdone what he vented* do you think he
would have been sate d as a true American?

4. What are five looms why people toad to group.thesselves into ethnic groups

Ck
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Cuban, (44+) us 300
Vietnemese (VV) 111. 200
Txtsh ( 117.1IIIII) 1000
Italian (00000000W) 1C00
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sar.culw
uld able to writ* a definition:of patriotism and be willing to

nition where it seems inconsistent with their oral arguments.

2. Bach )mtudent should be able to take a public position on at Aeast-one of the
Value Dilemmas.

(This lesson focuses an the calendar sub*ouestiona

4

real patriot?)

before this lesson is to be used, ask each student to coisider the term
bring his or her short definition in ,mitten fora to class on the day
ctuall used

class begins, you night wish to ate onthe al card soma oaf the
mg statembp ts about patriotism as seen-by people in the pest and the present.

These 'statements could serve two purpo;est a) as the lessomprogtesses you might
went students to react to them, or b) you aright. ask about hoe. One.who holds one of
these definitions ould react to the Value Dilemma under discussitn;

1. '"Our country right or wrong." Stephen Decatura, 1816.
2,'"Anyvai Who says petriotisais ny country right or wrong ought to have his

head examinedOrjane Pandas-
3, "Love of country and- readiness to act in its best interest as indicated by

individual conscience and judgment," Prom Patriotism In America by John 3. Pullen,
American Heritage Press,. 1971, p. 244

4. "Our country right or wrong, when right, to be kept right when wrong to be
put right."

5. "America, Love it or leave it

Begin the losson. by asking several s to read their definitions. Hake no
judgments about the statement* as read, but do call attention to
points which the star tints wary in nature._ The greater the variety the more
viable will be the remainder of the lesson, for varied ideas will provoke greater
participation in the Value Dilemmaz to follow.

Thete are several ways of handling the Value Dilemmas which are included in this
Lesson, Since each of the four Dilemles focuses on a fictional conversation, you may
-involve at least 8 students by asking them to read the,discussions orally. Or, if I

you prefer, you could duplicate enough copies of each of the four Value Dilencas so
that students may read them silently and individually. The two approaches could
be mixed, i.e. some of the Dilemmas could be read by all of the students

while others could be dramatized, We would suggest though that only one of the Value
Dilemmas 'be used at a time to that the issue remains as clear in the Winds of the
students as oossible.

week 4 rPage 3.



Present the Dilemma and then open the class for discuision. When the issue has been
discussed for what appeirs to be an adequate length of tine and when the class has
reached some form of consensus, you Right wish to present the analogous case
suggested at the bottom of the Value Dilemma sheet. It would add to the
effectiveness of the lesson if you coutd propose other uslogous cases which spring
from the discussion and which would further force studtrits to confront the issue."

Encourage students to add to, delete from or in other ways alter their original
definitions of patriotism as the lesson progresses.

dik

We would suggest that you close the lesson by either cosposiiit a .lass definitibn!of
patriotism by jointly putting a statement on the chalkboard, or the lesson could be
closed by providing a few minutes for students to "refine their definitions from the
previous nigkt before handing them in to you.



Sisptember 21/27: We Pledge Allegiance .

TO 11 TEACHERs

1111=11418
1.- Students should be able to .write a definition of patriotism and be willing to
revise that definition where it seems inconsistent with their oral arguments.

2. Each student should be able to take a public position on it least one of the
Value Dilemmas.

(This lesson focuses on the calendar sub-question: Who is the real patriot?)

EBZEOWILI*
On itte. day, before this lesson is to be used, ask each student to consider the term
patriotism- and bring his or her ihort, defiiition in written form to class on the day
the lesson is actually used.

lefor.e the class begins, you might wish to write on the chalkboard some of the
followift statements ibout patriotism as seen by people in the past and-the prese4.
These stetements could serve two purposes: a) as the lesson progresses;you might
want students to react to them, or b) you might ask about how one who holds. one of
these definition* would react to the Nalue Dilmime under *discussion.

I. "Our country right or wrong." StephenDecatur, 1816.
2. "Anyone who says. _ patriotism is my country right or wrong

head mumined." Jane Fonda; 1970.
3. Move of country and readinesi to act in its best interest

individual conscience and judgment."- From Patriotism America by
American Reritage Press, 1971, p. 20.

4. "Our country right or wrong, when right; to be kept right
put- right."

3. "Anorits* LOve it or leave it."

ought to have his

as indicated by
John4. Pullen,

when wrong to be

*this lesion by asking several students to read their definitions. Maki no
jai ilsaents *beet the statements as they are being mita, but do call attention to
potato at which the statements vary in nature. The greater the Wiriety the more

wield* will be the remainder of the lesson., for varied ideas will provoke greater
participation in the Value Dilemmas to follow.

There are several ways of handling the-Value Dilemmas which are included in this

lesson* Since each of the four Dilemmas focuses on a fictional conversation, you may
involve at least 8 students by *skins them to read the discussions orally. Or, if
you prefer, you Could duplitaie enough copies of each of the four Value Dilemias so
that students may read them silently and individually. The two approaches could.
be mixed, i.e. some of the Dilemmas could be read by all of the students
while others could be dramatized. We would suggest though that only one of the Value
Dilemmas be used at a time so that the issue remains as clear in the minds of the

students as possible.

WE PLEDMEALIAMANCE.. Month I /Week 4 Page 1



Present the Dilemma, and then open the class fordieCnssion.When the.ssnehas befav
discussed for what appears to =be an adeqnste length of time indwhen-the 0140 has
reached -some, form of. consensus, 1N)0; might wish to, ptellent:the analogous case
suggested it,' the bottomLof the Value Dilemma 'sheet. it would Add to the
effectiveness of the leason if you could propose otheranalogotni cases which spring
from thedisCuseionan&whi.Chwould4nitherforde sinderiti to confront the issue4:-

Encourage students to add to, delete from or in. other ways alter their'original
Aefinitions,of patriotism as the lesson progresses.

.

.

'We Would suggest that you cloSe the.tessonby either Composing a class definition of.
patriotism by jointly putting a statement on -the chalkboard, or the lesson, could be
cloised. by providinga feW minutes.fOr students to refine.their definitions from the
previous night before handing them in to you.

WE PLEDGE ALLEGIANCE...: 1/4/2
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OILEMbIA #1,

THESTTING: A:Iarmerti house, Massachusetts, 1774.

WIFE.: But, John, you just can't continue to speak out against the Sons.ofLiberty!
Father would Understand if you would keep quiet. After all, he is in England,
thousands of miles away and he just doesn't understand the situation here at all.

JOHN: Hush woman I must speak out. What they are doing is wrong. Who was
it who cleaned off the tar from Andrew's body? Who was it who peeled away the burnt,
akin' from his arms? Who treated his infection? You and me. And you say that we .
shOuldnit'speakoUt against such things? They call, tarring 46d-feathering someone an
act of patriotiam I say they are wrong!!

MITE::. Alright go" ahead and protest and see where it gets you. Just the other day
Peter 'Graves, that header of the Sons of Liberty,: posted a warning to all who didn't

.

go along with the :group.. YOU saw At. You teed where.theythreatened.any one who
.professed a loyalty to the crown with banishment at best and hanging at worst. You
must listen to theme. They are stronger and have more men

. . - . .
. . .

JOHN: But they aren't. the government. The King is the government and just
as that minister said, I'd rather be ruled by one tyrant 3'thousand.miles away than
by three thousand tyrants not a mile away. There is no such thing as a Government of

rica. Our government is itiEnglande That is where we came from47that is where are

rae
/ tents ares that is the country I served in the French and Indian wars.

. , .

. .

. .

WIFE: You saw what they did to Oliver, and all he was trying to do was
'.- enforce the existing lawse,-.They hdnged'him in effigy, they vandalized his house, .

they bullied him and every other tax collector. Then they dragged himto:the Liberty
tree and forced him to resign. Please John listen.... _

.

. . -. .. -_

JOHN: Yes! Yes! Yesto.iIipten and learn. That's all you say:Well, the law is the
law and even, though I:might disagree with it--it is the law. If the Sons of Liberty
are so patriotic then they cangOthrough the courts to correct the problem. And

. anyway', the taxes aren't that heavy. Beai4esi.the taxes are to repay the support by
the English :soldiers during the French wars and those wars were to protect us--you
and me and Andrew and Peter Graves and all of those Sons of Liberty: Noi-woian,
1 must continue, to protest against these Sons. They are using violence. They are
against the only government we have.

qUESTIONS:.

. 1. Would you consider John a patriot? Why or. why not?

2. Suppose an American_liVingAn Hawaii in the late 1800's (at that
a. Sovereign nation) was actively Involved in an organization aimed
the Hawaiian Queen and bringing the island under the control of the
consider.hima patriot?

WE PLEDGE ALLEGIANCE...: 1/4/3
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p/LEPRA #2

THE SETTING: Ne* York, 1847.

In 18404 President JAMet K. Polk ordered troops under General Zachary_Taylar into a
PiaCc of territory inv tved in a dispute between Texas and Mexico. The Mexican army
res#00ded aMdPolktequ ,ted,tbat Congress pass a'wer and appropriatiOnt bill. Many.
leading citizens. proteste the action. The following fictional conversation between
Henry' David ThoveaU,:a leading Critic of the4Overnmentla policy;*andthe%Secretary

Of State-, a SuppOrter of the government's action; should raise a. question
about Patriotist: .-

SEC: The President and the CongresshaVe.spoken, men are dying
the flag of the United Statese'You cannot refute. to pay taxes.to
that government and this war.

THORENUt I am disgraced to be associated with this goVernment.j
to it. My Only obligation is to do at. any time those things which

in the field under
support those men,

have no obligation
I think right.

SEC: No country could remain a country for long if the majCrity of its citizens felt
as you apparently do. How can you in good conscience refuse to pay parts of your

taxes? Once the representattves of the people have discussed an issue, and voted-on
it in a proper way, it becomes your obligation to support it all, not the selective
parts with which you happen to agree.

THOREAU: Wrong, Mr. Secretary. Majority rule cannot always be correct. At those
times when the majority is, in the wrong, ..I ata obliged by my conscience to protest. I

am under no obligation to obey unjust laws and the laws in support of this unjust
and immoral war with Mexico must be broken.

SEC: If you feel that laws are unjust, we in a democratic society have steps, legal
steps to correct these laws. A society cannot hold itself together if each member of
that society goes his own way as be sees fit.

THOREAU: The. ways of which you speak take too long.:..They take too much time, and a
mants life will;. be gond too soon. Andas.for your last point, it seems to me that it
would be better that an unjust society orcountry not be held together. We have been''

unjust in ourrelatiots with Mexico and with the Black man in America. Theonly just
place, tor a just person to. be is in prison. If. thoutands of just people

would not pay-their taxes to support the war machine or the slavery machine, that

machine would .grind to:a halt for7lack of dollars to keep it going.

.

SECi What you propose in attacking the duly'elected government in this way. borders
on treason or revolution. I hope you realize what you.are proposing.

THOREAU:Do you think that Americans have so soon forgotten the words of people like.

Thomas Jefferson, that revolution is almost an obligation when the government
becomet so corrupt and misdirected? We must cast our votes for peace and freedom now

by filling the jails if need, be.

atEsTM:

1. Keeping in mind yourdefinition of patriotism, was Thoreau a patriot?

2. If the government should pass a law which seemed very unjust to you, would you

have the right. or Woad-it be your duty to. withhold the part of your taxes which

. support that law?

WE PLEDGE ALLEGIANCE...: 1/4/4



DILEHM #3

s

TEE SETTING: A Federal courtroom in Washington, D.C., 1976.

. my: Altight4 JoAnn, =4-1 where did all of that publiCity get you? You've
,lost your JOk. Tou!'velost somefriends.. probably be put in jail when
the judge sees you tomorrow. I told you you should have kept your mouth shut.

J O ANkts you mean like you ,have:.kept your Imouth,',:guit? I just don't see how
-.you could work in that ` 'office all of these 'years and not protest. Didn't

No=- despite all that is goi to happen,.--what I did was right for the. country and

you iteeltat was going on you:nere or didn't you know it:vas all wrongfr

n othing.tan change my mind.

,

HAY:: Sure, knew,.What the government was doing -*snit quite right or at
least I think it vaanit right. Sutthose officials are elected because they have the
knowledge and the exPertisee hey ShouIdlknOWrwhat is, best for the country. After
all, they deal IA high level metters all the time. They see the big pidture and .we
don't....

411LANNt: They :See- the big pica re4444! This is a democratic nation and the
people need to bl'informed of t is going/404 Those bosses aren't. always right
They can make Mistakes and yon* urnhd stiffen? The little, lan-all the tiMe. The

way to make sure this governme C doeWt lead U* to another Vietnims is to ra(e
Hsure:What .f.they:do'and what they tor te4 ati9the treaties theYaake are put into -t' e
public's eyes ptherwitie some secre tr,patY with e: silly little dictatOr
gOing to lead us into woWard,i4.0

#

HAY; And so you lealced the treaty to t newspaper!!
.

-

JO ANN; Damn right I did, and you know Hay I'd do it again!!

MAYS But. it was wrong.* You had that: positioa'because the government trusted
.you. You Signed a loyalty oath swearing to uphold: the laws of the nation and to
protect its l*tetests. And toot anCthat is one of the reasons I dO not go
along with youz actions. Of course, I-had access to the saMe.information all of
these yearsbut as I said before; this`pation mast protect itself against the other
side and we can't-do it alone. We need:allielveven if they are dictators.

.10ANN: That Secret treaty. is with a man who is a vicious, racist demagogue
and who quite easily might provoke a.war just because he has-our big, bad country to
bail him out. And it would be our sons who'would die for that man.

MAYI-letterto stop the enemy over there in that country's streets than here in our
cltylastreets. No, JoAnn, what you did was unpatriotic. Because of your release of
that treaty to the news you have compromised'our country's government's position
and we might tOse the bigger war as a result.

QUESTIONS;

1. Who is. the patriot-40mm or May? Why?

24,Suppose in the. above dilemma situation that JoAnn were a member of the Communist
Party (which is legal) inthe U.S. and had turned over the information., o a foreign
poWer in:order to "avoid a war". Would you consider her a patriot? Why of why not?

WE PLEDGE ALLEGIANCE...: I/4/5 .
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mom el,
THE SETTING: U.S. Army Post, Squth Dakota, 1864.

I$DIANt I do not care fat the white people's war, nor their cities, nor their
families. I only care for my people. xe were here centuries before the white people
even knew this. land existed. We have a right to this land* You do not belong.

CAPTAIN: Look, Indian chief, I ma not here to argue about whose land this is or
isn't or howl Tong youtve, been here. What I am concerned about and what all of these

people are Mad about is your driving off of their cattle. We need these
Cattle: to feed our armies back east' =dye need that grazing land* If we don't have
access:to that land then my men must take further:action

77-7",..Fra fi

INDIAN: You and your Buffalo soldiers are always taking further action. First you
gave us that land to the south of the river forever and ever.Then after forever
became yesterday you moved us north of the river 'and again forever and ever.
When willthis.forever end? fitmorrow? That land is my people's land. If your cattle
are driven, across for grazing or even if they strayscross we will 'take them. Hy
people have lived through a severe winter and they are starving. You prmmised food.
Where is the food? I say that the Cattle are ours. They are on our lands. They are
ours.

CAPTAIN: They are not! And the way things, are going, I question whether that land is
yoUrs, The land belongs to the American people. You are an American and so are all
of these settlers in this room. They are doing their, share in support or
the war and you must do yours.

INDIAN:' Why? In what way-am / an American? Just because I live here? What rights do

I have.here on this reservation? The war is not mine«-Me do not vote for the
goveipment...

CAPTAIN .:Sure 'and you also don't have to pay any taxes nor are you drafted for the

vat, asid at the same time the government protects you. But that isn't the issue«

What is the issue is that you are interfering with a legitimate government;

action; namely, the contracting with these people to provide meat and leather for
the army. And these people need grazing land if they are to meet these needs. Our
country is engaged in. a life and death struggle And'any person or, roup which

commit, acts hindering the government's:action also commits acts of treason. You
sir, and your people-are helping the enemy. The nation's existence is more important
than the existence of'any single person or group.

INDIAN: All we ask is to be left alone. The land you have graciously allowed us to

keep 'is not Muth. Yet, the whites. keepioving in. And who protecti us against them?
Your government? Yes, it will protect as long as it suits its purposes. No, I must

turn down your argument. My patriotism is to my people first. I will suffer the

consequences*

WESTIONS:

le is the Indian chief a patriot? How would you define patriotism in this

dilemma?

2. A poor, ghetto dwelling Chicano man of 20 refuses to enter the army and fight in

anAsianwer'against other non- whites on the grounds that he is not really a citizen

of this white society.:Is he patriotic?

WE PLEDGE ALLEGIANCE...: I/4/6
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rid of September 28 through
October 25,0 1975

September 28/ October 4: A Shrinking Frontier?

IfarE TENNERs
INWE&11111:

I. Student* should demonstrate their ability o construct a simplified conceptual
scheme- describing a new frontier, after having been guided through cenSrruction of
one of theiformarAterican frontiers.

2. Each 7.student should he able to make an oral contribution to the discussion
centering ont*American frontier or the.frentier in-spade.

This lesson deals with the calendar question: 74 the AMerican frontier shrinkingV1

EEK12=0*

On t!le day hefmre the- lesson is, to be used, send- home with each student
peps, two and three, 'Ask students to read these excerpts from the writings of
Frederick ,Jackson Turner and-Walter Prescott Webb and think about the questions at
their. closew

At the beginning of the period. which the lesson actually used, write the
following skeletal outline on the chalkboards

THE AMERICIS soma

Physical characteristics
Remions for settlement:
Settled by whom:
Impact of the Finntier on settlerst:. a. Shortterm kj Lona-tern

EC0110011.0 positior4
Respect for authority:
Self..reliances
Habits of mind:

Impact of Prontieson Western l a on's:
Political Aram:
Economic spites:

Then ask members of the class to propose how this skeletal outline should be
developed to record the assertions of Turner and Webb about the American Frontier.

(i.e. 'What propositions are put forth, or implied by the autbois in describing the
physical characteristics, of the frontierr its impacts, etc.) After twenty minutes or
so the class, with your guidance, should have completed a simplified outline of the
way these historians portray this 910htier and its effects.

Next hand out page four and ask the student quickly to read its description
of ',Space Colonization." Then ask the class to suggest how the same skeletal outline
might best be filled out to describe that space frontier. Ask them to provide

speculative` answers about its character and results wherever the reading does not
propose answers. (Alternatively, have each student do this in writing.)

Conclude by asking the class: "Could individualism and democracy develop, or even
r.survive,r in such a space colony?"

A- SHRINKING FRONTIER?: Month II / Week 1 / Page 1



Zecerpts rout-FREDERICK: , ACKSOt1 TURNER* !The Significance of the !frontier in Ameri-

can History" Ametitati Histerical Association* Annual Report, 18934, PP. 199427.

etille--to our own day American history hat been in a large degeee the, ryhisto of the
colonization of the Great West. The

has.

of 'an area of free- land, its

oontinnona recession, and the advance. of American settlement westward, explain:
AMericantleVelopeent...e"

Mae', peculiarity of American institutions is, the fact that thee have been
oepelled to edapt-themeelves to the changes7of arrexpardieg people - -to the changes
evolved in crossing a continent, in winning a wildereessioand in developing_at each

area of this progress out of the primitive economic and political conditions of the
frontier into the complexity of city life...."

Me American frontier is sharply distinguished from the European frontiereea
fettified boundary Lille running through dense populationsaThe Most significant
thing about the American frontier is* that it lies at the hither 'edge of free
land...."'

- "The frontier is the line of most .rapid and. effective Americanization. The
wilderness masters the colonist. It finds him a European in dress, industries,
tools, modes ofvtravel, and thought. It takes him from the railroad car and puts him
in the birch canoe. It'strips off the garments of civilization Sod arrayp him in the
hunting shit and the moccasin. It puts him in the log cabin of the Cherokee and
Iroquois and runs an Indian palisade around him. Before long he has gone to-
planting Indian corn and plowing with a sharp stick; he shouts the war cry and takes
the' scalp in orthodox Indian fashion. In short, at the frontier the environment is
-at first too strongfor the man. He must accept the conditions which it furnishes,
or perish...."

-"...whin it becomes a settled area the region still partakes of the frontier
cbaracteristics. Thus the advance of the frontier has meant a steady movement away
from the influence of Europe, a steady growth of independence on American lines." .31

.the advance of the more steady farmer is easy to understand. Obviously the
emigrant was attracted by the cheap lands of the frontier, and even the native
farmer felt their influence strongly. Year by year the farmers'who lived on soil
-whose returns were diminished by unrotated crops were offered the virgin soil of the
frontier at nominal prices. Their.growing families demanded more lands, and these
were dear. The competition of the unexhausted, cheap, and easily tilled prairie
la/ids-compelled the farrier either to go west and continue the exhaustion of the soil
on a new frontier, or to adopt intensive culture...."

- "...the most important effect of the frontier" has been in the promotion of
depecracy here and in Europe. As has OASeindicated, the frontier is productive of
individualism. Complex society is precipitated by the wilderness into a kind of
primitive. organization based on the family. The tendency is anti - social. It produces

antipathy to control, and particularly to'any direct control. The tax- gatherer in
viewed as a representative -of oppression...* The frontier individualism has Q en the
beginning prcmoted democracy.

The frontier States that care into the Uniin in the first quarter of a century

of its existence care in with democratic suffrage provisions, and had reactive

effects of the highest importanee upon the older States whose'peoples were being
attracted there. An extension of the franchise became Essentials..."

A. SHRIACMG FRONTIER?: II/1/2



FREDERICK JACKSON TURNER (continued)

-"For a cement, at the frontier; the bonds of custom are brcken and unrestraint 15
triumphant. There Is not tabula rasa. The stubborn American environment is there
with its imperious summons to accept its conditions; the inherited ways of doing
thin 's* are. also 'there; and yea, in spite of environment, and in spite of custon,
each frontier did indeed furnish a new field of opportunity, a gate of eecape frem
the bondage of the past; and freshness, end confidence, and scorn of,older sor1ety,
impatience of its lestraints and its ideas, and indifference to its Ions, 'hive
accompanied the froniier."

Excerpts from WALTER PRESCOtT WEB, The Great Frontier, Heughtontlifilfn Cemany,
Boston, 1952, pp. 413-414.

.."lhis book is based on the h fpothesis that the Great Frontier as defined has been
one of the primary factors in mo rn history. The major premise is that the sudden
acqniiition of land and other ferias: df-Wealth-bY the people of Europe precipitated
[started] a boron on Western civilization, and that the boom lasted as long as the
frontier was open, a period of four centuries. A corollary [related idea] of
the major premise [thought] is that our modern institutions, as dietieguished
from medieval, were differentiated [made different] and natured dZ,rieg a boom, and
are therefore adapted to boom cOnditions...."

-"It was the constant distribution on a nominal or free basis of the royal or public
domain that kept the boom going, and that gave a peculiar dynardc quality ;e0 Western
civilization for four centuries. It was in this atmosphere and amder these
conditions that democracy, capitalism, an individualism of the modern type came to
their dominant position...." , , ,

tkea. boom caused by he opening of the frontier continue no that the
frontier has closed? ...in so far as it was dependent on an open frontier, on the
presence of free land, on a high landonan ratio, the boom rust 'slacken. Whether
other factors: cneh as science may offer, can act as a substitute beem.naker remains
to be secni.sen

-"If another force comes in to substitute for the frontier, it will bring t: .h it a

new set of needs and will call for a swiMeping discard or modification of many ideas 4
and practices:"

puEsn

kind f frontier are Webb. and Turner talking about?

Why does Tuinier behyve oracy" is the product of this kind of frontier/

lig

3, Would advances -on* ay, a "scintific frontier" have the 2.1r, vnpact on the

character of individuals and on their political beliefs? llould colonization of

space?

A SHRINKING FRONTIER7g 11/1/3
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sicis Gerard K. OINeill of Prince.
has proposed an exciting project

avolling space colonies* He feels'eeeh
colonies mould help alleviate crowed
conditions, increasing energy short.
'ages, and pollution* The scheme calls
for, assembling large aluminum cylin.
dere at uliberationpoints" where the
amity of the earth and the moon
canapel each other out. Each pair of
huge cytindees (1,1000 yards long and
220 yards in,diameter) would be a self
contained coo unity housing 10,000
people. The- cylinders would. rotate
slaviy, thus simulating gravity and
holding the, inhabitants, their buil&
ingeand animals, and the soil onto the
inner, surfaces. Inside, the cylinders
mo=ld contain an atmosphere -like the
eirthls with water, farm land, and a
variety of flora and fauna. Sunlight
eould provide the power* Large external
mirrors would capture the light and
uould be controlled in such a may as to
create the effect of night and day and
even the seasons*.

O'Ntill and his ,,colleague, think the
first colony would be at a spot equi'.
distant from earth and the moon* At
this noint L5, as it would be called,
nould set up a receiving station for
mining materials shot up from the moon*
The lunar rocks, composed of such ores
as iron, titanium and bauxite would be
gathered h4-: a mieing base on the noon's
surface. From there the rocks could be
-red off by a catapulting device. They

ITAT;f14,

would slowly climb out of the reeon's
graviy and eventually arrive atthe
colony* Using the moon a a source

be zilch cheaper than sending the
ores from the stronger gravity area
around (-etch*

The colonies could also engage in space
manefacturingie As an example, they
could_ construct large 4fEsrpogenerators
driven h'y sunlight, They agrouldL be much

easier to build 'in the gravity.free .
environment around the cylinders than
back on earth* Andewhen finished they-
could be totted bock to the vicinity of
the earthy-perked in a fixed orbit 'and
'used to yell), sakr power down to earth
as a beam of rdeVeintiena

Though the 4Oiony deer sounds like
something :out of 2 01 the idea is a
feasible tine and quite within existing
capabilities and technology. Dr.

O'Neill foals 'tat we tolled launch such
colorefips within ,the next 30 years*Pylan

.questions need answers such as
the source of monies necessary for such
a venture, selection and trainineof
colony inhabitants, the psychological
and social impact on a person =min
from earth to the _colony, and what kind
of 'meat the colonists will beat (the
decision is for rabbits, chicken e, and
pigs rather than cattle).

Care to sign on?

A
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coaciuss*
percentagepercentage figures and several models, the 3tudente should be able to

construct a fifth population pyramid.

2, using five population roam:Ids, statistical data and :saps, students should be
able to establish reasonable hypotheses in response to the questions either set
forth by the teacher or on,the worksheet and discuss these tentative answers.

EIZEISALIMA

Obis lesson attempts to establish a general perspective on the growth of towns,
cities and suburbs. But the thrust is directed toward the Wilding of some
statistical skills and the awareness of and differences In these three
kinds of communities. Though the information itself is accurate getseralising about
11 cities, suburbs and towns from this One lesson would be misleading.)

by banding out the maps (pap two) and ask students-to make as many statements
possible about the kinds of clumps indicated by the two asps. You might also

a few minutes generating ideas about the kinds of problems suggested by the
chooses, reasons for the-changes, and advantages of t.he changes.

Next, hand out pages three and fourimPooulation PYrigs and discuss the mechanics
of qv" kind of graph. Have each student complete the unfinished graph on his ono/.
While class is doing so, hand out pages five and six. Page five asks students
to hypo size about the nature of the five communities, while page six, ilSupporting
Evidence% gives clues to help identify the commities Remind studentr that the
seteand of the two maps contaius SOW clues.

After the students have lied- a reasonable amount.of time to work on page five,
ccapare and diecu rb varying answers. Don't press for itorrectil answers, but
encourage.: ants to speculate and make venturesome guesses. Then identify the
committee ass A-Cherry 11.1.1.1s,.11.Derrier, C-Coteserce City, D-Wheat Ridge, and E-Rock
Springs. You might wish to stimulate the discussion by asking `questions like the
following: Would you eipect Rock Springs to be like Denver or more like one of the
suburbs? Would you expect all of the suburbs to be alike? Would the suburbs be more
like Denver or Rock Springs? What do you thiok are the' major- characteristics cif
cities, towns and suburbs?

After the students have had a chance to discuss and correct page five, move to a
discussion of questions like the-following: What kinds of problems might confront acity like Denver, the shburbs and Rock Springs? Are your ideas about the same as
they were earlier in the lesson? What additional kinds of information would you fired
helpful in comparing these five places? Which is the most advantageous place
in which to live? Why? How do these places compare with the place in which yau live?
What will, these places look like by the tine you dare 65?

7HE SPRAWLI.92 Cl Month II Page I
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=UM
After reviewing the can't-motion of population pyramids finish constructingprod(' A mane the statistics located on page three.

2. Which of the population pyramids are Wilt alike? (Group tlfmm)

Which two pyramids are most unlike'

4. Which of the communities has the' greatest- percentage of old people?
What .problems would this present to a community? What advantages?

5* Which has the greatest percentage of young people in school?
What priibleme would this create?

6* Which has the greatest percentage of people at their peak of earning power?
How would this fact affect commtnity- life?

.11Moms,

7 If urxtsuaUy Metier rates of .crime are found to be committed by people betweenthe ages of l5 and 24* which community most likely would be plagued by high crimerates?
w-

S What other things would you like to know when slaking guesses about the crimerate?

9. Which commuity has the highest income per family? How does this
affect the variety of services it can offer?

10. Which pyramid do yo think represents:

Rock Springs ABGDI
Wheat Ridge A, SCSI
Commerce A --. h C D

etc.).

City
D e n v e r
Merry Hills

At CDRAB GDR
- one and Aeicribe its appearance. What do-you think the place would look
a of boles, appearance of lawns, streets, playgrounds, services for Youth,

IRE SPRAWLING CITY: 11/2/5
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OKLA 1870 CENSUS DATA

SUPPORTiNG-BMENCR

.zs LZ

MCA 1970 CENSUS DATA

ROO( SPRINGS DENVE'R COMMERCE

22.2 12.4 11.4

EAT-. CNERRYMILLS

12.5 16.3

*Turps:POPULATION 11,675

7.5

514678 17407

25 21

29795. 4605

MEDIAN FAMILY INCOPE

1.6% 4% 11% 8% 1.4*

28.6 22.2.

53 50

47 50

30.6 26.9

51 50

49 50

Remember:

1. A big city will often attract many people in the 20 to 30 age bracket
because of college and work opportunities.

2. Very wealthy communities will generally have a higher percentage of the
population in the 40 to 60 age bracket.'

3. In the communities on the map, if there is a large Spanish sur-named population,
the average age of the population will be lower.

THE SPRAWLING GITX: I1/2/6
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4crzEss

Students 'should' be able and willing to engage -in a discussion of a particular
Ilend use issue and defend a point of view.'

-2. Students should be able. to put the land.use oontroversylnioome,historioal
perspective; i.e. they,Should.be'able to make stater nts'about.how the:American view
of the etVironment has 'changed or remained the same over time. .

(This-lesson focuseudn-6ecalender question: Have wepushed too far in the use of
nature: resources ?).

EB"P11520

'The two .readings which set forth two different vista of the proposed Echo Park Dam
should be sent home with the students onthe' day before-the lesson itself is to be
used. Then, to open the lesson,.aak.for reaction-to the two articles. You might want
to open- by aeking, for arguments, on both sides.-Keep the discussion short, but
en Courage studinti to.' take and- defend.,one positidn'or another,by pointing.out
that decisions do heveto be made. V.-

Opn't illow the_ disOussion to Consunebore'than, live to.-teniminutes at the most
before you hand out page three, which contains the words of Thoreau from the early
19th. century, and the one paragraph from T. Roosevalttireaniksfrom the early 20th.
century.' Briefly .discuss the two readings usingthequestiOns,at their end as a.
take-ofUpdint. Giese by asking the following questions

In a nation devoted to progress and one where the railroad, the telephone
and telegraph among other things demanded heavy use of copper wire, iron ore
for rails and trees for railroad ties and telephone poles, what would the
attitude toward the environment be?

Roosevelt goes on in the same speech to talk of the changing attitudes. Hand out
PsSe five,. ask" the students to read it quickly and discuss the questions' at the
close of the reading.,

With nearly half of the'eleesperiod renal:lingo:refer to the botto0;:or.P4S0 five and
IISO4":Ottkr page thei-reediugabput::the current controversy over land use in
WYeeing.,!. Ask students to read tt and take a persona positiometther fer'or against-
the- issuer.

4pog/dgreeilg expanded coal production in Wyorning be permitted?

'Whew each has had_AnLopportUnityte read the article, move the class into groups of
'four Or ftve:'and ask .the group: to takea. positioWin favor of Orin opposition to
the same .question With five to ten minutes remaining in the period, reconvene the
Anttre class, record the group -decision, on the chalkboard, and attempt to get a
Clats .,itereemeot. At least tell the students that .. such is your goal; in.facti.
encourage intelligent argumento on both sides and references to attitudes toward.
the environment in the'past.

USE AND ABUSE IN THE LAND OF PLENTY: Month / Week 3 / Page 1



7.F

SHOW) THE DAN BE BUILT?

rl

laxitOszt
mute iv; first trip into a national,

Parks414ay father baclompaOkad me into
Yossiette a-knapsackoluat the age of .a
year 'and . a half. Since then, .I have
visited isost of our *dente Perks and
Monuisanta with ' faratly--just. as my

--lather did; and,his'fither, 'who was one
of the first explorers' of the Sierra
Nevada.

Two summers'ago my family was ,among the
hundreds' people who took, the river
trip down through' the canyons of Dino-
saur National', Monument. 14 of
issinsay'-- four 'brothers and I,- Our 'wives
and children,, and our .seventy-six year
old fither»-traveled down the 'YemPa and
Green Rivers....

For six days the rivers did all the
. ,

work. lie ran many rapids and, unex-,
pectedly, found no great danger. The
West is blessed, with much- magnificent
scenery,' but none is more remarkable
than. the Canyons of Dinosaur.

The Yampa River at first was silent,
beautiful, intimate,' it flowed
through its deep sanditone convolu-
tions. 'It led us down froni open parks:
to overhanging cliffs, from ice-cream.
idomes and sunburne& terraces to the
arched and polished contours.- of the
canyons. There were beachet of bra,
liant sand where we stopped to swim.
There were 'bat* beaver, Canada "geese,
deer 'and the prints of big cats whose
presence was felt but never seen.

On the fourth day the Yampa carried us
to its .,ticaction with.the larger Green
River in the. famous Echo Park, two
miles upstream from the proposed dem.....

It waa one of those perfect sanctuaries
which inspire awt from the moment
enters, a temple which has _been i
building for 'a hundred times the life
of man on earth. Buttressed by the
arched mountains, tiled by the wide
green grass,. illuminated by the
atained-glass 'window* of the sunset,
Echo' Park contsands silence. As with all
temples, its value ii not in the, sounds
one may startle from its ledges, but
rather in the echoes which it may
awaken' within ,oneself .

There ware two more days on the pall.'
melt' Green River,. and More canyons,
more rapids, but we re-
member best therageless silence of Echo
Park. It was this memory that impelled
my nineTyear-old daughter Kim, the
youngest member of our expedition to
take up her pen and laboriously write:

Dear President Eisenhower:
Please don't build a dam in

Dinosaur Park. -/t is beautiful. and
exciting and fun riding on, :rubber
rafts on the huge waves.'

I went there once and want to
go again. If you had been down it,
you would not build a dam.

-,Sincerely, Kim Bradley

There were riffles and minor. *rapids
too --Teepee and Big Joeleading on to
bigger water mills. In the'rough sec-
tionir, the rocks came by like swimming
hippos.

USE AND ABUSE .IN ,I1HE LAND OF PLENTY: 11/3/2

In her simple way 'Kiln has touched the

truth which so far has preserved this*

and all our other national parks.



tioutn/HE MIES .14

ahretimier orAgeinat the Echo Park Dam?" uv (1955).

Nesch of "Metes, ay hams, stets, is in
area known as the tipper Colored&

Idrer Basin. -Important 'Pert* of An..
ColorAdo, New Nexito and Utah

also are within this area which, in
territory, is more extensive than New
York, Pennsylvania and New Jersey coo.
bfned. It ii rich in resources****- But
*vim with thess.and other great viVan .
taps, the population of the basin is
only 325,000. Little, IP.hcdo Wand alone
hany'neaxly throe times as many people* ,

The -Only reason for this sparse popu..
lation 1*..scarcity Of water. That's the
on essential resource we do not have
in -:enough quantity, tinder such'condlo.
tions you would till.* every acre.foot
of water wou*d husbanded with care,
but it in not. Weteri. precious and
priceless water, actually is bet,
vested* It is being atlovsd to flow on

the Colorado liver, over the
,4onder.woricing _Hoover :Den and finally
into the Gulf of California*

Today, after too many yijirs of waiting,-
Congress has before it again a conpres-
bonettii proposal to Conserve and use
the water of the upper Colorado and its
tributaries. Competent engineers and
others have evolved what is known as
the *Par Colorado River Storage
Project. Its nine big dams would be of
incalculable *benefit to the tipper Basin

and, therefore*, to the 'entire United

'States.

Every mesiber, of Congress froM the Upper
Basin .sta e is in favor of the pro.
postal* Bue outside the.area there is
strong opposition, not because of ob.
jectives, but because of an incidental
and sentimental reason, An essential

reservoir in the project requires a dam
in Echo Park, part of Dinosaur National
Notaassiti***

Our opponents, mainly non-residents of
the area, a belteve.-iome of them pas.
sionately..ther this dam would do ir.
reparable dames to the Dinosaur.
National Monument and to the natural .

beauty -of that wild country* As, the
name of the'leanument indicates, din°.
Imre once lived and died there ndl.
lions of years ago; perhaps many of
them- died in uncontrolled floods such
as still :wreak havoc as they rush down
the mountain canyons when the.snows of
winter melt.****

'There Can be no further *portant agri-
cultural -development in the Upper Basin
unless we can have the use of the Water
that, now pours wastefully to the sea.
Industrial expansion is stymied. Popu.
lation is hold down. The amount of
water will determine our growth and, to
get' the' maxima amount, Nth*, deals
essential.

Approximately 300000 acres of never.
before4rrigated desert lands is recom-
mended by the Sureau of Reclamation for
cultivation after . thio.initial part of

the Upper Basin project is completed,
and in addition some 470,000 acres of
presently _ inadequately irrigated lands
wilt, receive the extra water needed.
Also, when all units of the project are
completed* nine and four.tenthubillion
kilowatt-hours of hydroelectric energy
Will be generated.

What should our goal. be--the greatest
good of the greatest .number, or the
sentimental satisfaction of a few?....

AND ABUSE IN THE LAND OF PLENTY: 11/3/3



HEM nano Immo "Walk net".
Itiimirside edition (11, vas* Dostons 1893

wish to speak a at4 for Nature, to
absolute freedom and wildnessooi..

"then we walk, we naturelly go to the
fields airlifted*: whet would become of
Us, if we walked only in a garden or a
ses117.4.« I an *lammed when it happens
that I, -have walked -a mile into the
woods bodily, 'without getting there in
spirit. In my afternoon walk I...forget
all my morning occupations end my- obli
gations to society* But it sometimes
happens that cannot easily shake off
the

Plaiiattrik.grouids& in ',hick a few Will
rake a narrow and exelotiiii, plealure,
only, --tea -foetal sim14. be multiplied,

men -traps 14411111 blot
to confine -ion: -to tbe--MiLe.

Walking crinsr...the airfece -Z1
hall be ionstrutat to Mean
cn soma: .gentleasnis-

%!.-:

Nowadays almost all mauls improvements*
so called* as the building of houses*
and the cutting' -down of the forest and
of all large trees, simply, deform MI'

'landscape* and make it more and more
MI* and cheap....

it present, in this vicinity, the best
part of the land is not private prop.
ertyl the landscape is not owned, and

,the walker enjoys comparative freedom.
-" But possibly the day will come when it

will be partitioned off into so-called.

Kopf:Nand the," fliture fpr me are not. in
liens \end .:-;-cUltivatea/
towns And cities but -7 in
sweMpe.41,': ---, T delve more' of My sObsis.
tepee from the :::impep.s- which 4a:ries:id my
native-, town: :.t1Mti from thektultivited,
erdene :in the *.

Give
wit
nor
the
A

me the ocean, the desert, or the
rnessi**. A town is saved, not
bathe- righteous men in it than by

tiwoods ud swamps that surround it.
ere onerTrimitive forest

another primitve for.waves\ above whi
est 91 below,..00 a town is fitted
to raise not only corn and potatoes,
but poets and philosopher& for the
coming &ges...

pm:ow Roosznat ifopening Addresi by the President 0 Proceedings- of a,to
of Governors in the White Rouse, ed. Newton G. Blanchard (Washington, D.C.,
runt Printing Office, 1909)

Neither the primitive man nor the pia.
near was aware of any duty to posterity
in dealing with the renewable re.
sources. When the :American settler
felled the forests, he felt that there
was plenty of forest left for the sons
who< came after him. -When he exhausted
the soil of his farm, he 'felt that his
son could go West and take up another.
The Kentuckian or the Ohioan felled the
forest and expected his son to move
West and fell other forests on the

rence
ern

banks of the`Mississippi; the Georgian
exhausted his famand moved into Ala-
bama or to 'the mouth of the Yazoo to
take another. So it was with his

;mediate successors. When the soil -wash
`from' the farmer's field choked the
neighboring river, the only thought was
to use 'the railway rather than the
boats to move produce and supplies.
That was .so up to the generation that
pleceded ours.

I. For what purpose does Thoreau think the environment should be used?

2. According to Roosevelt, what had been the early American's attitude tyard the
environment?

USE AND ABUSE IN THE LAND OF PLENTY: 11/3/4



TIMM RODONVELT, Opening Address by the President,

l all this is chenged On the arl;*raie
the - son < of the _fammer of today mast
asks his living on his fatherts term.

re is no4lifficulty in doing this if
,father wilt exercise -wisdom* No
use of a farm eximusts its for

tility, /So with the foreits We are
over the verge of timber fudge in
this country, and it is unpardonable
for the Ratios or the-States to permit
any further cutting of our,timber *vie
in accordance with a system which will
provide that the next generation shall
see the timber increased instead of
dl i shed. EApplausel

Just let as interject one word. as to a
particular type of folly of which"it
ought _ not to be necessary to speak. We
stop wasteful' cutting of timber; that
of course, makes * slight shortage at
the-moment, To avoid that slight abort.
age at the isoments, there are Certain
people so foolish that they will inter
absolute shorts,* in the future, and
they are wilting to stop all attnepts
to conserve the forests, because, of

-course; ,by wastefully' using thank at the
moment we cap for a year or twoprovide
against any lack of wood, That is like(

Ccontiaxted)

providing for 'the farmer's family to
live sumptuously on the flesh of the
*nth coy. (twittery] Any timer can
live pretty well for a year if he is
content not tet live at all the year
after* ELausliter and applause]....

Ne are coming to recognise as never
before the right of the Nation to guard
its own future in the essential matter
of natural, resources* In thi peat we
have adnitted the right of the,indi.
vidual to injure the future of the
Republic for his own present .profit* In
fact,' there has been a good deal, of *
debug. for unrestricted individualtme,-'
for the , right of the individual to,
injure the future of all of us for his
own temporary and imidiate profit* The
time has cams for a change. As a people
we have the right and the duty of
obeying the moral law, of requiring and
doing justice, to pra.tect ourselves and
our children *weld the wasteful de..
velopaant of our natural resources,
idsether that waste is caused by the
attest destruation of such resources or
by mkt,* them impossible of devei op.
must hereaftir., er to

dais Booseritle mean when he sage 'Woe 1112 this hanger?

"hat changes is Roosevelt ,11/1# for in this speech

DATELINE THE WIND RIVER COAL BASIN, WICKING (1974)
(A fictitious account based on an actual event.)

found. acme coal in Wymaing..miles
aYd riles of high.quality a ily mine-

e coal, In some areas the seams run
45.50 feet- thick and just below the
surface so that digging out requires
the relatively inexpensive process of
strip mining, Acres, and acres of graz.
ing land which once sold for $60 an
acre are now selling for $1,000 plus.an
acre. The big companies like- ARCO,
Texaco, and Exxon are rushing in
men and equipment to mire what some
consider the nation's richest treasure

USE AND ABUSE IN THE LAND OF PLENTY: 11/3/5

f a badly needed energy ao rce. se
companies expect to double the animal
coal production-currently at 14 mil,
lion tons .-b 1976,

But news -of this coal find is met with
mixed reaction. Old.timers stare -with
dismay at the wrecked landscape now
cluttered with all sorts of man -made
materials and refuse. Huge gouges have
been ripped into the terrain, literally
overnight, and the land that t00% con.
tunes for nature to create has been



,attend* 1411117 340tOd toirnsreib1y
resisrlbes I cinsld tweet for hone if

'dad mot nest treed. Just
Al* clowle, and the smimatim,"
emsmientimi one Ilisitsonwestimor masts

now its* a mess* Nan
be allowed to do much thing**

lkm shemelti Wass laWatons soee .
place.. in, this cry sher* a person
can, sit ;rad think and not have to look
up st all of those..1" The those luaima
referring to were the huge diesel
ttutim ileitis* clouds of amigo and
duet as they aired tons of earth free
one -place- to the nest. "And that's
progress?", he asked. -

One torn resident -wanted to know just
how 11111111rt these city slickers are. Hay
they say by finding ell of the coal, it
mitt help the energy L'SSOUTC4114 and the

.Cho U.S. will conserve stmersy this way.
But I say that they are going to find
that it takes ail* energy to produce',
locate, dig, and process this coal than
what we haws in this area." He pointed
out that the water supply in the Wyo.

area was always a problem and-new
that thousands and thousands of people
vere pouring in where, was the addimi
ti012406 water to come from, let alone -

the other resources?

"And look at all those people who are
arriving," he commented. Mow I'm not
talking about the miners and other
workers. They're just Line, bard work-
ing people like we always. have had
around here. What I'm talking about are
those - hangers.on, the confidence guys
aid the prostitutes up from the big
city to mice a killing."

Resident after resident echoed the same
theme. The old way of life was

USE AND ABUSE IN Mien OF PaNTYs 111316

clanging, texiiiis the laid mold be put
back again after the mss leave, but
the casual and Memel way of Ufa
that so maw of the ol&timmers had and
lowed mould not be so easily reported.
-Indeed, many of tims resitleste are
*alive out and leaving for other areas
where can Insult decided to alter
nature.

But all of the arguments arsntt just on
the side of the ecologists. As one
miner put it, "Those man (ecologist')
say they are worrying about the future
and I say if the United States doesn't
fied and use more of its energy sources
like this here coal then there -met
even be a 'patient. Those Arabs have 'us
over a bonsai an oil barrel, at that,
and they can call any tune they pant"
This coal flawletwilt help clang* the
piatura.-Besidss, just think of ell the
jobs we created. This area already is
suffering from a cattle depression. Now
there are sone jobs for them to go to."

Other company men point out the bane-
fits to the area. They claim that in
addition to jobs, more money is being
spent and that should stimulate a poor
economic situation. Also, since the
coal is so easily.dug out, prices of
coal should be loaner and poorer, sec-
tions of the world will benefit from a
lowering of costs. "And anyway, when we
finish here 'vs will put back the land
in such a way that it will look even
better," one men commented'

And so the debate goes on. Who is
right? Who is wrong? A difficult prom
bleu But what is clear is...they found
some coal, in Wymming--miles and miles
of high-quality, easily mineable coal.
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gaiXIDICIP

Students should be able to sake Several ecru ir oral stet/meats about lend
omwrsiiip in the United 'States.

2. fliven,a series of short excerpts frosi Various Ixidien and vhite. leaders, stunt
should bd able to detect chinos in positions over time. -

(This lesson focuses on the calendar week questions "Who owns theAandIa.)

J:8021111111.

Oa the day before this lesson is to be used, semi hauls with the students
paps 2.6, and ask the students to study the materiels carefully.

In opening the class period the next clay, discus the questions which accrapenied
the take home SIStatiato Spend some time on the chows in attitudes reflected in

- the .reedisp.first at a descriptive level, i.e., (whet different attitudes did you
rote in the readings? The try to get the student to talk about thee& changes over
time with emphasis on the meow for end ;,Consequences of the changes. The
map*, should leid students to think about the 7,..asons or the conflicting attitudes
and the results of them.

Lastly. read the transitional paragraph on page seven iloud and ask two''cepable
readers to read the two panipaphs which serve to dose this lesson. We have
entitled is motions noon Comeishioners Tackle A Land,PrOblere. In this closing
exercise, vs are attempting to pranks a discussion coterie; on questions about the
use of private lands. The transitional paragraph series to set the issue in general
terms vhile the inttoductory paragraph (this should best be read by the teacher so
ci not to confuse the audience about roles) sets the structure for this partidular
steument.

IOW OWNS TM LANDs Month II Week 4 I rage, 15
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SaliMIATEELfla

I.

Study the following amps and stitementes As you study the materials; consider the

following quest fogs'

I* Bow would you'descrlhe the conflict? Row vu the uonflic settled;
2. What kinds of changes can you see 'in the U.S. government views over time?
3* President Johnson (19 and the ligaZUMM (C) offer strong opinions. Had

you been living at the tine what would have been your reaction to the two
statements/ Why do you think the President made such is,strong statement?'

4. Do you agree or disagreewith'the court rating (H)? Why? ,

5. In Chief Seattleve statement (I) ..how does ho relate Indian retigton to
Indian rights to the land? Do you we,: au is wlegitimate claim?

6. What arguments does Black Coal (0 advance concerning Indian land rights in
theillackliinal Does he convince you?'

7. When Sitting Buil (C) said that he would die. for his "country, #g what did re:
mean? When be said that the Sioux owned the ibioricyl what did he mean,

SWAM
A. &wU. to Sir William A inaltutialt.11,4E.

I should think it requisite that convenient tracts of land shtuld be act, out to
them; and that by plat:nand natural boundaries% as much as may be.-as lakes, rivers,
neuttains, rocks .upon with for any Englishman to encroach should be accaunreda
crtme.

B

It i6 )0st and, reasonable and essential to interest 'and the security

of cur colonies that the several natiana or tribes of Indiana with whom we are

can td and who live under our protection, should not be molested or disturbed in
the ressesGion of ouch parts of cur domdmion5 and territories aso not having been
ceded to -r purchased by as, are reserved to them, or any of the as their hunting

grounds*

r d'

the utelost good faith shall alvays be observed toward the Indiam; their lands and
propery shall never be taken frm than without their consent ard in. their

propertyl rights, and liberty they never shall be invaded or disturbed unless in

just and lawful uars authorized by Congressc; but laws founded in justice and

hunanity shaLlo frmm time to ti- be made for preventing 4rorgs being done to them
and for preserving peace, and frierl7bip with ther,*.

De ;jar Barbour, to CW, rewnan licti,an A rti 2 182,e9

The plan of Goilc-zating the Indiana on suitable lands West of the liooippt o
oontains the dements of the precervatiom ansi uill tendo if faithfully carried
into 0-tea, to produce the happiest benefits uron the Indian race* I have not been.

able to perueive L any other policyo prinziple tgbieh on obligations

to the Indians, tft all that I.c) iizar.e and i'v.5t. vith QiiCCtG cc favorable

to a5 t5 contain:1d in this 0a00

UMO Y4N3 TIE LAW /14'4/2



Eco itndreat.j.......taeicsonaluxitlar611.32.

The tribes which occupied the countries nom conTitituting the Eastern states were
annihilated or have melted away to make room for the white541 The waves of population
and civilisation are rolling to the westvamil and`we now propose to acquire the
countries occupied by the red nen of the South and West by a fair exchange, and at
the expense of the Unita States, to send them io a land where their elitisterne may
be prolonged and perhaps made perpetuat

F, _:rew Johnnon Meneagt.LoCti.J_1_37e

if the wage reA,9t9 civilization, with the ten ec,7=r-.4;7Alt5 haEi thp
574or4 in the other, dmands his ilc42.diate enerminat on*

Go ynirea Statef, v. Llueero.

The idea that a handfdi of ,:411d, balf.naked, thievirA, n=derIng savages
ahould be dignified with' the egvereign attributes f tto vs, enter Into sole=
treaties, and claim a country five hundred miles wide by one thousand miles long as
theirs in fee simple, because they hunted buffalo and antelope over it, might do for
beautiful reading In COopees novels or Lorgfellows liiawatta but 1,5 umuited
to the Inteliigerze and sustice of this age, or the natural righto of tranklnio

H° 1212LICal."2itIS

Uiien treaties were entered Tto betweerthrUnited States an.a trie GE Ifidian3,
WaS never 42ubted that tic aaato abrogate eisted in Congress, and that in a
oontingeray etuAl pvaer might be availed of fron corsideration3 of governmental

partindlarly if con3istent vith perfent golA faith toward thQ.Indinnno

vz:LAN AV-.,,D 71'4E Lisl:Za VIENS

io Chief Seattk (Puget SoandTribes), PQtr PcodiLAre Ebbing,Awav Like , I-
R Tideiu A S ea to Governor To= Stevens of the
1855 FrOm flU WJTO STJC1'L 1RTERLL Getobc r,

There 'ac a ti77. uhen algr pv5,ple C144eted tF'::P: !and a the 1;avcg of 3 1,7j1wafflE.d ge4-

wier heil.paved flcsT9 but ,ti!at tino loni3 51ue poccd away ,itn gloatn1,259

tubes hat ate bi t. a r,:,4ilarflf,,Al 'ry, uili fnt drzat c41. nor 7.56tr, t;Vt

(TigT decay gzaz rel=ach t,41tb

i'SVC ;W:en w-T3t ba7L70

'To at @i a5'tcnt,t)t 5,LiCZO*1 aY,1 tQlt pitc 1
grGanio "ou,1 7]ig:3it fat fvzn Etve of -cur anLe5tot arA
te,gofcto Mut geigglov fn tbic, of tx,n itrzet of 'i.:;wr

tL3t Gould r:E41 dixEto The F4.-AtIn era
eUT tellAien tho tneilt2sP at ca c4.
alicn aole7r. Tthot by Eic;ttgt -155
03C4T;) ani t5 UTatIt6 tf_

VOdT Tk.'77.1j ia F
MAIA5 Of= ti!'" t7:714 +70;=.1,

(Jtaall loc

w.0.9 OUTii ME 11.4b Z2//73.1',



seqpistered vales and verdant and bays, and ever yearn in tender,
fond- affection over the lonelybearted ttvLg, and often return

. from the Happy
Hunting Ground Co visit, guide, console and comfort them.

4 Geo W as octe tarevsti Letter to t OS p
MAIREALMEAULA.....e
/Wends* my attachment to native Land is tro*"tMt cord is ncv broieell, and w.e
mist go forth as wanderers in a strange Land f 1 must go..let me entreat you to
regard me with feelings of kindness, and when the band of oppression is Stretched
against us* let me hope that every part of the United States* filling the mountains
and-valleys* will echo and say atop* you have no power* we are the sovereign people,
and our friends shall no mere be disturbed. We' ask you for nothing that i5
incompatible with your other duties.

Here is the land of our progenitors, and here are theirtr aws; they left tom as a
sacred deposit, and e have been compelled to venerate tts trust; it is dear.to Q3
yet we cannot stay, my people are dear tome, with them muit go* Could 1 stay And
forget 'Um and leave them to struggle alone, unaided, unfriended, and forgotten by
our great father' I ,should thee be unworthy the. nane *f a Choctaw, and
be a disgrace to my lcd I mat go with themg my destiny ca3t among the CEocw
people. If they suffer, es mill I; if thy pros.per,# t_tt-,n 41711 re,toitT.

again as you to regard. us with feelings of kindnests*

Sittiar* :reatiin
sz.smaumk, Pictah,

What treaty that thz, ,4hite5 Z"r;t cne, tg-Qaty
that the whitt-.45 CifirT7;adc with wr, !.1.en 42ve thf-4

the Siczix cwed wx1,40 az f-n. roac! amtoct in tqztlr 5crt 1V:4V),
,horsemg t 4h-t7 51.0w thc-: Werr, atP z-ur
lands? W1215 7,-4n5 t&n7 Wizat whtt,c2 nan f..an clay Z Ian& 'sr, a
venwt)f M3 =ncy? Yet tkey I an a tief.* 4hat
elver when faptiv'p. irltcd by mO. WA th-A-;y sa7 7.!'n a t7-.1 loa:Vr,. white n,m

iZA ;re CPI; 3.4 Ve:f) Li $:17iinfif CtIre V:, MC h'in#T,Z"`" gr.:;e T%

%7 J%reen vc.-, sr at-4,5e What Law I b,T,T.In7 IS it

fDr 1=, G-'4T1? 5?r- Z Q br.'fJA1.,4e m7 Lr.Atn f5 fAA-3

Ff.,catr : 'i1J2,zrn ,72TO dac: ,717y

aril

.5r417A5a 4gth !tt ovr..1:4D

gencmr tte pa,Dge 7T -77i ttn tft.Fr23t,

7 i% 0K4i0,7, Tcplri:,ccrtio nwe
t,t az.xYt. tt.:? BawA "A121T, *115.7.J14:9

tLat r,i7t cJI(.31n

Gte,lt F,T;f7' .7

Cas tv fr-y
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rf-,77t .3.:77=5 -171
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TRANSITIONAL PARAGRAPH

You have just finished discussing the conflict between the Indian views on land
ownership and the views of the European settler towards land ownarship. This
conflict resulted in the loss of the Indian land to the United States government and
to private corporations or individuals. The differences of attitude towards the
ownership and the use of land continues today between those people who favor
private !ownership and those who wish a more liberal policy of land ownership. The
next exercise focuse on this last argument; namely, should a person be able to own
a lake, a part of a beach, or a stream?

THE TOWN COMMISSIONERS TACKLE A LAND PROBLEM

The town commissioners of Lackland are studying the question of land ownership. The
boundaries of the tolvin take in several hundred acres Of mountainous wilderness
including several streams and a large lake. The question is whether to parcel out
the land to private owners or to retain title in the town's name and permit complete
public access to the area. Two citizens of the town are presenting their
arguments. After you listen to their testzmony, decide how you would counsel the
town cammiasioneree-for Speaker #2 or Speaker 027.

SPEAKER #1:

I happen own several acres of wooded
land near the lake. It fronts on a
portion of the lake near the west end.
My father sold me this land about 10
years ago. As you know, he owned that
land for atnut 30- years--long before
half of this town was even here. When
he first came to this area, that piece
of lake land was almost all covered
with swamp and mosquitos. He and his
father and later on myself spent many a
menth draining, trucking in sand and
carting out debris until now we have a
long sandy beach. He also started a
cabin which my sons and I have been
inproving upon ever since I took title
to the land. We bought the gravel for
the road And the drainage pipes for the
ditches, We also hired a truck and
several workere to help us put in the
road and eleetricity. If may father and
I hadn't done an of this work--.whs

would have? And the same holds true for
all of the other property owl-tem on the
lake. We put in tine, money, sweat, and
even took neee to realize a dream,
Naw 7 hear that 5rj people want us to
?)iVP thi5 all us, I'n hearing that they

WW) WNS THE. LA.:771 13/40

want us to give up our beach so that
the public can enjoy it. Every man is
entitled, for a fair return on his
labor. The fair return I have been
receiving is enjoying something I have
worked for and dreamed and sacrificed
for these many summers* I suppose if I
am forced to open up my beach to every
bum that comes along that I'll also be
asked to pick up after him. And what
about those water skiers and motor
boats which have polluted those other
takes around here? I suppose you'd
permit them in also? Right now those
kinds of people are kept out and you
know what we have up there in the
mountains? I'll tell, you. A nice, quiet
place with little noise, no pollution,
no wild noises from motor bikes or
boats, no crowds of people polluting
and littering. Just a group of nice
people who aren't afraid to leave their
pooseseione lying around and aren't
afraid to leave their doors unlocked, I
ask youwhy can't we have privacy? Why
can't we have things as we want them?
Why rd,tot we always he coneerned about
everyone else?

000,0, ,
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Unfortunatel* ay* family and I settled
to Lackland too late to have the privi-
lege 'or opportunity of owning land in
the mountains, ,Tie arrived just five'
Tsars ago and bought a little house on
Locust Street and `joined the town's
activities. I become a leader of the
local. Cub Scout group and. set up some
outdoor experiences. You know, over-
night hiking, canoeing, swimming, and 4littl, rock climbing-. Well, we bought
all the equipment, got a few maps and
sit- out for the mountains for a
breaking in period, As it turned out,
we were the ones who were broken in, We
couldn't go hiking because all of the
property has barbed-wire fences or high
stone wall's. We couldn't go canoeing
because we couldn't reach the streams.
And I understand, if we reached the
streams, in several places the property
owners have placed barriers across
them. We couldn't go swimming because
the only places available were

WHO MS THE LAND: 11/4/8

privately owned.. :We. couldn't, go rock
climbing because the locatoine quarry
is abandonid. and no ,one has bought the
rights -yet. The majority of our people
like. the 'outdoors and respect it. They
don't destroy, 'or make noises, or
litter. They appreciate and enjoy it, .1'

know 'cinite a fez families in '.town who
like. to go out far little fresh air,.
who would like to take a stroll, debbl
their feet in I. coal .stream, walk along
a _tree .lined path, ;sleep a little bit
overnight. when can you 'do thia,
around here?' 'Svitything is owned by
'someone, There . are no , public lends
wit]iin 15 miles. of Lackland.. I am, being

penalized ;bicause, I arrived late in
thie, are*. Others are' being penalised
because they are too poor. That just
shouldn't be. We are not asking fo'r a
mountain. We Just mast the right 'to

enjoy ,.outselves....to .be free persons' in
a free land.



n- Unalienable Rights
October 26 through November no 1975

October 26/ November 1: Freedom of Speech,Assemblyi and Religion

TO THE TEACHER:

QBJECTIVES:

1. Students should be willing* and able to read the Summary of a Supreme
Court case, assume a positiont_eand defend or alter that position in a group
discussion.

2, Students should demonstrati in'their oral statements a willingness to confront
inconsistencies in their own positions and a willingness to openly discuss issues
involving freedom of speech,, assembly, and religion.

PRO S$

On the day before the lesson is to be used, send home with the students
page two, entitled The Question of Freedom.ofAsSembly and Religion. Ask them to
read the case and answer th, questions.

Begin the lesson by asking the students to give their answers to questions one and
two. Ask students to respond:to the answers from others. Then move to question three
and haVe-a discussiOn. If time perM#e, try to arriveat a consensus. Spend no more
than ten minutes on this first :handout.

Now, hand out page three, Freedom of Religion, and proVide time for the clasS to
read the short description of the case.and the two, findings. In this case, the
findings' represent the court's early decision and its reversal of itself. You might
want to simply conduct a . discussion of- this case or put the students in small
groups, and ask each group to reach a consensus about whether A or B is the best,
position.. You might want to give them a second question: Which do youthink was
the most recent opinion ofthe Supreme Court? (Paragraph B is the earlier decision
and A is the most recent.)

Finally, hand out pages four and 'five, Questions of Speech. Ask the
students to read the case outline and the positions A and B Whithfolttw.,Further,
ask them to answer'the questions and think through their own positions. Now place
the students in Small groups and ask. each group to reach a consensus about whether A
or B is the best position. A second question to ask: Which do you think was the
majority opinion of the Supreme Court? (P, was the majority opinion; B, the
dissenting.) Attempt to reach a unanimous answer. to either or both questions..

Remember that the discussion and not unanimity is most important. Turn to question
four.

If you have access to other analogous First Amendment issues and cases, you may want
to be ready to confront the students with controversial, conflicting or just

provocative cases for their consideration.

FREEDOM OF SPEECH, ASSEMBLY, RELIGION: Month III / Week 1 / Page 1
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THE QUESTION QF FREEDOM( OF 6SSEMBLYAND RELIGION

As a yoUng map, William Penn, who later came to America to foUnd the coloilyof
Pennsylvania, became convinced of the truth OftheAuaker faith. This was the year
1667, a time when Quakers were-persecUted in England; they were scorned, imprisoned
And even executed.' Penn was well born, highly intelligento.Well educated, and
trained in the law. He had a brilliant' future ahead of him, but he renounced
it all.to.become aQuaker. He' quiCkly hecatiee leader in the Quaker moVemen6ewhich
made him -a special target of the authoritiei who.persecuted Quakers. Soon he was.
imprisoned, and held for eight monthi.'Ui6iiihis release he returend to his Quaker
brethren. One August day_ in 1670, the authorities locked up the Quakers" meeting
houSe, refusing to _let anyone inside. Undaunted, Penn gathered together the several
hundred rriends who had come to the meeting, and he.addreseed them ,right:there in
the street. Although itmes:a quiet and peaceful assembly, the authorities soon came
and arrested-Oennlor 1pgding a riot.

The judge who presided over Penn's trial clearly.Wanted him to be convicted; he
insulted Penn, he_ re#.1sed to read the law which Penn had allegedly broken, at'one
point he even.. had Penn:physically removed from the coUrtroord, and he strongly
encouraged the jury to -declare Penn guilty. But the jury acquitted...Penn, because
they were convinced the gathering was peaceful, and in no way a riot: Whereupon the
judge imprisoned, and fined, the jurors! (However, a higher court soon intervened
and strengthened the powerA,Ouries by declaring that jurors can never be fined or
imprisone&for their verdicts.).

QUESTIONS:

1. At that time virtually all the countries in Europe had a single official religion.
(France, Italy, and Spain, were Roman' Catholic; others were Protestant; England had
its own Church of England). Don't you think the authorities in those countries,
including England, had the right to discourage non-official religious practices by
limiting the rights of worshipers to gather together? Why?

2. If- the church and the state or nation. work closely together, shouldn't
the state or nation have the right to support that religion by limiting the rights
of others? -

3. How does the Bill of Rights answer these questions?

FREEDOM OF SPEECH, ASSEMBLY,SELIGION: 111/1/2
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THE QUESTION 00 FREPOV OF RELIOIgN

Not too long ag0 (the late 1930's) a family discovered that to be a Jehovah's
Witness in PennsYlVania can 'lead to trouble with the. authorities in that state.
'Jehovah's Witnessess take the Bible'very seriously, especially the follOwing command
from Exodus, 70:34:

"ThoU shalt have no other gods. before me. Thou shalt not make unto thee any
graven image....thOu shalt not bow down thyself to them nor serve them."

But the children of this Jehovah's. Witness family attended the local public schools,
. where every child and every teacher was required each day to stand, place the right
hand on the breast, and.salute the iillierican flag by saying the Pledge of Allegiance:

"I .pledge allegiance to the flag, of the United States of Americaiand to the
Republic lorwhichit stands; one nation, -under God, indivisible, with liberty
and justice for 10

The children in this Jehovah's.Witnessfamily refused to participate in this daily
ceremonyvbecauSe they had' been brought up to believe that such a gesture of respect
for the flag was forbidden by Scripture. SO they were expelled from school.

The j)arents objected, and .finally asked the courts to require the schools to re-
admit the children and to remove the flag-Salute requirement.

This case.was heard and decided. by the Supreme-Court in 1940..Three.ye7rs 1-'-er the
same kind of case, involving the same religious. group, was heard and decid, ay the
Court.. The _last decision reversed the first and is now the law of the land. Below
are excerpts from both decisions. Which do you think came from the Court's 1943'
decision?

A.

"...:Those who begin coercive elimina-
tion of .dissent soon find themselves
exterminating: dissenters. Compulsory
unification of opinion achieves only
the ,unanimity of ihe graveyard...:Re
think the action of the locat author-
ities in compelling the flag salute and
Pledge transcends constitutional limi-
tations tin their power and invades the
sphere of intellect and spirit which it
is the purpose of the First Amendment
to our Constitution to reserve from all
official control."

B.

"The preciousness of the faMily rela-
tion, the authority and independence
which give dignity to parenthood, in-
deed' the enjoyment of all *freedom,
presuppose the kind of ordered society
which is summarized by our flag. A
society whiCh is dedicated to the'pre.
servation of these ultimate values of
civilization may in self-protection
utilize. [use] the educational process
for inculcating [instilling] those
almost unconscious feelings which bind
men together in a comprehending loy-
alty, whatever, may be their lesser
differences and difficulties."

QUESTIONS: 1. Do you think the. Jehovah's. Witness children were right in refusing to

salute the flag? Why? 2. If you were the school principal, would, you have expelled
them? Whyi 3. During World War II many people believed that social and moral unity
was 'essential to the survival and well-being of the nation, and that patriotic

loyalty to the flag was essential to maintain social and moral unity. Do you think

this belief was correct? Why? Should children-in wartime be allowed to refuse the

flag- salute.?

FREEDOM OF SPEECH, ASSEMBLY, RELIGION: 111/1/3
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THE 0 tn1301 IF FREEDOM 7 W.fcti-

in December 'of. 1905, several high school students wore black armbands to their
school in Vas Moines, Iowa,. *s a quiet symbol of-their opposition to the War in
Vietnam.' School officials had warned that any student wearing an arebandwould be
<sake& to' take 4.t off. TUrthers they warned that any student refusing tel remove the
armband would be 'suspended.. Three'young people knew the risks. They and their
permits had met to plan the-whole deiotatretion.

'On the. 16th of December, all three aed two other friends-.were sent home. Very few
students had worn armbands, these five were: sent home. Aside from a few threats to
the armband wearers' outside of the claisrooue thereuhad been no viplence'and no
disruption of the work of the school or of any class.

Not all political symbols had been banned. School officials had allowed the Wearing
of-campaign buttoni, and of the Iron Cross (teaditionally a symbol of Nazism).

The parents of the students involved took the case to court. The federal district
court decided that the School officials acted properly --a disturbance could erupt
because of the intense controversy provoked by the Vietnam war issue. The U.S. Court
of Appeals agreed. From there the case went to the United States Supreme Courte Two
statements from the Supreme Court (A and B) fellow below:

A.

First Amendment rights, applied in the
light of the special character of the
school environment, are available to
teachers and students. It can hardly be
argued that either students or teachers
shed their constitutional rights to
freedom of speech or expression at the
schoolhouse gate.

These petitioners merely went about
their ordained rounds in school. Their
deviation consisted only in wearing on
the sleeve a band of black cloth, not
more than two inches wide. They wore it
to exhibit their disapproval of the
Vietnam hostilities and their advocacy
of a truce, to make their views known,
and, by example, to,influence others to
adopt them. They 'neither interrupted
school activities nor sought to intrude
in the.. school affairs or the lives of

others. They caused discussion outside
of the classrooms, but no interference
with work and no disorder. In the
circumstances, our Constitution does
not permit officials of the State to
deny their form of expression.

If a regulation were adopted by school
officials forbidding discussion of the
Vietnam conflict, or the expression by
any student of opposition to it any-
where on school property except as part
of a prescribed classroom exercise, it
would be obvious that the regulation
would violate the constitutional rights
of students, at least if it could not
be justified by a showing that the
studentst activities would materially
and substantially disrupt the work and
discipline of the school.

FREEDGI OF SPEECH, ASSEMBLY, RELIGION: III/1/4
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...X- think the record overwhelmingly
.shows that the armbands did exactly
wht the elected school officials and
principals foresaw they would, that is,.
took' the students' minds off their
classwork and diverted them to thoughts
about the highly emotional subject of
the Vietnam war. And I repeat that if
the time has tome when pupils of state.
supported schools, kindergartens, gram.
mar schools, or high schools, can defy
and flout orders of school officials to
kdep their minds on their own school -
work, it is the beginning of a new
revolutionary era of permissiveness in
this country 'fostered by the judi-
ciary....

schools of this Nation have
undoubtedly contributed to giving us
tranquility and to making us a more
law.abiding people. tTncontrolled and
uncontrollable liberty is an enemy to
domestic peace.... Scheel discipline,
like parental discipline, is an...
important part of training our children
to be good citizens.-to be better citi-
zens. Here a very small member of
students have crisply and summarily
refused to' obey a school order designed
to give pupils who want to learnothe
opportunity to do so...

Students engaged in such activities are
apparently confident that they know far
more about how to operate public school.
systems than do their parents, teach.
era, and elected school officials....
Turned loose with lawsuits for damages
and injunctions agaihst their teachers
as they are here, it is nothing but
wishful thinking to imagine that young,
immature students will not soon believe
it is their right to control the
schools tether than the right of the
States that collect the taxes to hire
the teachers for the benefit of the
pupils. This case, therefore, wholly
without constitutional reasons inmy
judgment, subjects all the public
schools in the country to the whims and
caprices of theirloudestwmouthedl but
maybe not their brightest, students.. I,
for one, am not fully persuaded that
school pupils are wise enough, even
with this Court's expert help from
Washington, to run the 23,390 public
school systems' in our 50 states. I.
wish, therefore, wholly to disclaim...
that the Federal Constitution, compels
the teachers, parents,, and elected
school officials to surrended control
of the American public school system is
public school students. I dissent.

WESTIONS:

1, In yoar own words, briefly describe the argument4 RiGted in t he Supteime Court
statement A,

2. Now do the carte with +Int

3 Which statement do you agree with and why?

4. In April, 1974, Physicist William Shockely of Stanford University was to addres
a -group of college students at Yale University. He was t speak on his theory that
blacks are genetically inferior to whites in certain respects. But the howling
students, who stomped their feet and shouted slogans, made it impossible for Dr.
Shockley to finish the speech. Do you think phe speaker should have been peririxted
to speak even though his topic is considered highly controversial? Would you reel
the same if he was addressing a group of high school students? Elex5mItatcy grade

students?.
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November 2111: Freedom of the Press

gelitECT vgss

1, When *Emma several- situations involving "imam of the ucs he
students Should. be willing to express their opns and to listen t the opnion
of others

2. The -students esbould realize that freedori of the press aIsO iv-plies certain
responsibilities; that among these are responsibility to be fair, accurate* and
truthful in reporting the news and the responsibility to infory. the public of it
government's actions*

=comas
The materials for this lesson consist-of tug situationsz Situation 41.-,the 15GUE5 of
reporttng about the governmenti and #2.the issue of political aduertt5ing, Each
situation has a series of discu5sion questions which a student can ansver orally or
Lu written form*

On the day before the lesocig, distribute Situation #1 and the acco7ipanying
Muestim Sheet" (page three ). sh students to write cut brief anwers and bilng
them the,ii.ext day.

On the day of the lesson, divide the clao3 into five o groups and have the
discuss within each group the ansi4ers to the four questton5. Ak them to arrive at a
group COSISCASUSe After 10 mintate59 aa; eackgroupgs spkesperson to respond to the
questions. Write Tireodm of the FfC59 tO report about government? on the
cbalkboard ad list the groupsg amwers.

i;otz 'nand out Situation Ali (pageD foat and five), IVA the students to zea d #2?
discuss the questions W,thin their gr,E31sps? 0 arrive at consensus', an:worap Write
"Responsibility of the Freso Eto be fait', e the cbatkboarsi? and
record the groups answers.

firallY? distribute page six? entitacd PWcw ' T1r4;5'p c tao 7:

CzurOD Decision," After allowing tine fo 7 Lt to ! mad? coty.qude by tuTaring?
through general d ia©n the CoartvE, 1,nswer to the ce7Tle% que5tions about
freedom of the press to those carlier !-ecorded by the fi'..19'.D

FREEDOV OF :P7, FREWA Nanttt It7 liccg4



Sttea7ZON tS$V;7== 5F WERTMG aff 1-K UVERfaENT

If you ,,tere in charge oE a g(DuernEnz, t-zuld certainty wmt pfoss to ::igtt,e
rice frierd4 things aboa yolg, ai4ayu tening LV2 F;COPie i:;1114P, mani stien6tlis
anl achteve7lents4 That wi.uld be very helpful to you ao a leadero But it ',4oLAii be not
at all beiptul tf the pregs wre to print daff.,aging thing5 aout 'iO4o 'T/C4 bad
the ehame t-tgt gz-rhas try to :mass. th,-;.2 press fv1: c:ritizing

Zow, goverfoont offloaa315 /0.51/C done 3%D at* SnnD pmierf0. off:letis atisAlally
see.7,1 to tt-in that tz ig irresOnsible for Ow wog te tWCEnclff421PA,
offkials ;nl o..d that an irreo,lon,sible nvesD st,c-Atd
forfeitea riOt t© en3oy frEAAe7, gf the preDso

For (21*.PTle, stIM a Elint.15 COGI) g6ge,IT
c7131in nitely,3t In otice appagolta$% tc3 Lots of' Tomva 4e r4thlego9

arbitrary and corn*t. @ut gc.veral NcJJ r.;*. papers opposed him or
eposed bii74, and so '4ac, able to oKrato virtual* -orzbcrAedo Atter awhile
thou,09 a jcurnal appelred Fubli6hcd by John Peter Zergero The govern,r90
t-4h-karled wayg wre a favorite oubject of thfia jeurnalc Vlshin8 to silerce tbi5
atmonted volceo the govemor had Zerger arrested in /734 ari pAit GA trial ter
gablishing a seditious tibelo ('Fcdttious libel" ry pt tht,, erifre ot gayIng
or iting s(nething vhicil the goverment officials regard as threatening thci
g-eputaLikDg anl outhorit of govermcnte) At the trial Zenger*G,. defense reoted on

cilaV!7, ffirt a statcalt is not a Libel leas it is both false and And
22nser elat2d statuwnts uerc all truo Indeedv he eve o give ate lury
et,qElerce ot their trzlth calling op a parade of vitregGege In. effezt? be wantcd
t!0 bSC trial as J Utri 1,uttin the gewrnar org trial-.and in tlw
goverpor,s ow, ccartrn7)j! Put t:!_te governoOs gMc f: Justice ,14t,m pte5ided we
tril) refuscd, dc-3laring Yrt. E5nly that truth is to defeme to but tOat
trat-4 of a 723?,ICLG45 assertions it even 71;-, o OciTagirguths a true af:.sertiop

cver, da7:iagi41A that?, a Ealso or2y

t7 ltIty gaid Zefft2J1 gol'iry* Lci,;a4cie (_-_4.74Ay sFTJ__niA

AKI tif2.y had tbe GOtiTaFf2 tO hio instruti,bns Pain4
v?,cw,e *tense tad r.t,c77.1 ab,51iit tbe 0,Ti

Ou!-Ttr, t-;:377,1t: thzoaterpd by 1ge), tlkie logA tOt
CAP7t.l.t i(7,r t: verd:e.tco



1. Do );fu Unger Ohaad riave bur -Atclid to critia:T the gtverr.oi t
Unger' s Accusations uoro true Why?

2. Do yz--t thibk. Zr Asuld tai; tun aUctvcd to riticire zh,o goett-.Dr crwcn if
&mat-m.9s accus4tion5 were false? !Why?

30 It OM gs54Trnncn zs Kod a!!J tnn4 ;14!.:) pt-00.0 arJ c=9.11-ifdp, eT4t

think tile prefm rr e ta attg.t,* WW

Wat p:otc:Itton Euill of FA0t,-, Ir. t:o,

pre-55 ,44-:Tft. i.;r-spff-c5. muent.7;
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21,ZTAAs.

ritbkientssewilling!ts(-contimualIy 5,05 their ranking of the 4th
Amendment iSSUAU

2 EAlb. student Sho4ld express r hersea at least once d'.4ring the period*

7,ludents shouid nake frequent reference d,4ring Oat course r the lesson to.
various parts of the 4#*h Arendnent*

efErhaliMe

On the day before the lesson is t be used, send .10-thm-*1:qhstle ulth the students
with instructions that they are t* rank t4e.ftve Threats to...the 4th Amendrent" in
order from ?...5 f=r#3 ,,erious least serious) in ,.-- amn I on tie chart at the b*ttom

1:te page*

Begin 'the Lesson itself with a .quitk asiesEment *f the ranking from the night
before* lou nif,g4t wart t/Li briefly disvis.s the stf.Adents reasons for tht ranking they
chose*

Uext* divide the olaGo Lt * five grnups assigning to each one *f the /aot cases* 6.,
2O* .1.r.1?. group will be responsible for presenting that case for ae rest of the
class* The group nay wish to dramatize t case* tea the rest of the class about
the caset or someone fron the group might simply read the case to the class* The
les3 on. will be easier carr7 out if all 5tuderts have all rd the ca5es or isouns
before. them at ail tircl*

After Group 6 hao exposed the ae for which it to responsible* ask tne otudentn to
rank the 91.A cafler; rfive fron the night bef*re and this one) in the sane way that
tepy did the night before* Have them record their new rankings in colnizn II of the
Chart* Then 7.7,1vv to =-tr- 7 and repeat the procedure* Hopefully, students will find
an issue or 155W5 IV last five which they feel should recetve some
ranking anong the top five* If ("AT they they wili be forced to reorder their

iorities and rethink thetr previouo rankings and reasons* One goal *f the leoson
i9 casP gtudento to contifilAilly clwoidcr their prevlouo idew; and do ni:Kh
t;vmarative

After tL:c!, PL.,;th igoe becz. you will probabl,y wnt to lo .3:77447J

c,r2nTArlr43, witbin the erltire clao digct4gg the caoe which reoeived the hig:he.ot
rar,1F, iv the T7.5,3t otAcntg* Aok ahout wLy they felt ao thel did* Uhe adevate
tine er 4;cl-A on tLio wegtion, y,w4 fLiRht want to Ffi, Into the oo4rt50 fIndingo

in the Uy r6aed StAento r-31ght ti'zprA be emouraged to
4c;w the :;eiurt feel f.,:lt e-Joe e; if ,-;ho,43,1

Sw,pre7e-o4trt*

FCC SEMK:',1 MoLth /
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faRT fjtelta;

(1761) a. The English Parliament permitted these
on, in the co e the common law that prevailed in

Wilke* Case (1763) En
search and false imprisonme

v. Stat

stitutLonal righ

. Court held that this kind of a search after

t awarded. damages t* Wilkes for illegal

(1966) - This wan held not to be a violation of

5. (117pottetical case)

6. ?Atz v, Milted Vtaten (1967) Supreme Court of the U.S. ruled in the
subjectsn favor.

7, Dumbra vs (1.925

conviction of
shoving probab

the
U.S. Supreme Court upheld the

had a proper search warrant after

14 TeMiv, Chio .968) - The U.S. Supreme Court upheld the conviction.

9. miffs. v :Yew York (1967)_ e U.S. Supreme Court ruled in favor of the
subject, herger. The eavesdrop order must describe the convernation to be
seized.

M. The Ohir, Supreme Court upheld the subjectto conviction, but this wan
reversed by the U.S. Supreme Court.

FPEETM FPOK ;ARC i ANTa SEIZURE3



THRENTSWTHE MOH Al 0",

On "the chart below, tank,the following 5 issues involving the 4th Amendment to the
Constitution, Decide which in your wind is the most serlous threat and rank it
firatunext most serious threat second, and so on. Use column I.

THE ISSUES:

1. To help British officials catch smu s, judges issued general search
warrants called "writs of assistance," With t. its, officials. could search any
ship, warehouse, or private'home for evidence of ::ling. The'searches,had to be
done in daylight hours and a sheriff had to be present. With a writ an officer could
enter private property at will, breaking locks and spreading terror. The writs could
be used over and over again. (1768)

2. The driver of air auto, after an accident, and his arrest, without his
, consent, is given a blood alcohol test. In the test a blood specimen is taken.

(1966)

3. A printer who has frequently criticized the government has his shop entered
forcibly and searched.'A general search warrant was used. The warrant allows the
holder to search what he wishes. (1763)

4. The suspects in a narcotics case swallowed someWng at the time of their
arrest. Tubes were inserted through the defendants' noses and into their stomachs,
through which fluid was injected to induce vomiting in order to recover narcotics.
(1952)

5. The government decides to establish a data bank with vital statistics and
information about all Americans. The information,included has to do with credit,
health, work records, family, organizations the subject belongs to, and other
similar kinds of information. (Hypothetical)

Rank 11111111111111111111111111111111111111

1111:111111111111111111111111111
2nd 111111111111111111111111111

3rd IIII I. 1111111111 1111

111111111111111111111111111illi1111111

MIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
6zi / ,,,4 111111111111111ME

' 9 7/ i 1111
11.11111118th

9th

10th

e

, 4" ' / A' 449

/
i1,I.le, , ,

IIIII

MIMI
FREEDCM FROM SEARCH AND SEIZURE: 111/3/3

The right of the people to be
secure in their persons, houses,
Papers, and effects, against un-
reasonable searches and sei-
zures, shall not be violated;
and no warrants shall issue but
upon probable cause, supported
by oath of affirmation, and
particularly describing the

place to be searched, and the
persons or things to be seized.

000751.v/1),9

-4th Amendment,
U.S. Constitution (1791)



ISSUE 6

The subject is suspected by the F.B.I. of running an illegal interstate betting
operation from a major western city. By following him they found that he made a
number of phone calls from the same public telephone booth at the same time every
day. Without a search warrant, the agents placed a "bug" about the size ofa postage
stamp on the outside of the booth.

Our subject continued to make cross.coutitry phone calls placing illegal bets on
college football games. With this recorded evidence he was convicted of violating a
federal law that prohibits making bets on sporting events across state lines.

He appealed to the Supreme Court arguing that the right to privacy had been invaded,
and that the evidence was seized without a warrant and should not be used. The
F.B.I. argued that there was probable cause to suspect a crime and that they had not
tresspassed or invaded the phone booth with the "bug."

ISSUE 7

Our subject, during the Prohibition Period, was given a special permit to make wine,
but he could sell the wine only to authorized persons. His wife operated a small
grocery store next door. One day a federal agent, entered the store and asked to buy
some wine. The wine was sold to him. The agent then asked the court for a warrant to
search the store. The judge gave the agent a warrant, and in 'the search

bottles of, wine were found. The store owner and his wife were arrested but.argued
that the search warrant had been granted without probable cause--that is, a
reasonable ground for suspicion, supported by facts, that the party was guilty of a
crime. The government argued that there had been sufficient facts to suspect both
man and wife of engaging in the illegal sale of wine.

ISSUE 8

The police detective had watched two men walking by the same store several times as
though they were "casing" it. As they walked by again he approached and asked their
names after identifying himself. Each suspect mumbled a name after which the
detective grabbed one man and frisked him. On both men the detective found a gun;
they were arrested and convicted of possessing concealed weapons. In the Supreme.
Court they argued that the stop and frisk was an unreasonable search. They claimed
that their right to privacy under the 4th Amendment had been violated The weapons,

they said, had been seized without a search warrant. The detectivels lawyer...argued

that he had the right to investigate suspicious situations in order to prevent a

crime.

FREED .M FROM SEARCH AND SEIZURE: 111/3/4
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ISSUE 9

The police suspected the subject of bribing a public official. They obtained
permission from a state judge to wiretap his phone. The police showed good reason
for believing that ,the subject was committingor would commit a crime and were
therefore given the'right to tap the telephone or eavesdrop. After listening to the
subjects phone calls for two monthsi'the police arrested the subject and he was
convicted of bribery. The subject. argued that tapping. his phone was an invasion of
his privacy and that, while a search warrant is valid for only one search, the tap
had been kept on the phone for two months. The.police argued thit criminals using
modern methods must be faced by law enforteMent agencies using equally'modern
methods. Further, they said/ listening to a phone is not like searching alouse.
When searching a hOuse you can look at everything ..at. one time, while. in
listening to,a i)ersonts phone calls,'officers must listen to a large number of calls
before they get the information they need.

ISSUE 10

One afternoon in May of 1957, three police officers knocked at the door of a womants
home. They had been told that a person was hiding out in the home, who was wanted.
for questioning in connection with :a recent bombing, and that there was a large
amount of numbers racket material in the home. The woman would not let the police in
until she had contacted her attorney. He told her to keep them out until
they produced a search "Warrants Instead, the police broke in the doOruptaced
handcuffs on the woman and searched the entire house. Though they found nothing they
were looking for, the police'did find four pamphlets, a couple of photographs and a
little pencil doodle, all of. which were declared "obscene" material. The woman
claimed that they belonged to a recent boarder. She was convicted and sentenced.

FREEDGI FRCM SEARCH AND SEIZURE: 111/3/5



November l6/22: Equal Protection Under the Law

TO THE TEACHER'

13111KLIAls

1. Students Shduld demonstrate an understanding of the Fourteenth Amendment
and an ability to use, it in oral arguments.

2. Each student should be willing and able to reid a case summary and prepare
arguments on both sides of that case.

3. Over half of the students should express themselves orally at some time during
the class period.

EBEIMIXECI:

On the day: before ',the lesson is to be used; send home. With each student
the..Summary.Of the DeFunis v. Odegaard case (pages three and four) and ask students
to prepare as many written arguments as, possible on both sides of the case. Students
should he encouraged to go beyond the arguments presented in pages three and four*
Students should bring these written positions to class' on the following day..

At the .beginming.,of the period when the lesson is to be used, hand out pages five
and six, and ask each student to take a few minutes to study this background
material. At the same time, select two or three students to represent DeFunis and a
like number to represent the University's president. It might be best to select
rather articulate students who enjoy expressing themselves. Put these two groups
someplace where they can talk among themselves and prepare their cases. Pages
five and six will help these two groups also.

During the 10 to 15 minutes 'these groups are preparing their cases, conduct a
general class discussion of the questions on page six.

(Note: In Case. #1, Ples$y v4 te./Esti (1896), the Court, as stated, held that
"separate but equal" facilities met the test of the Fourteenth Amendment and were
constitutional. In Case: #2, Sweatt v. Painter (1950), the Court ruled in favor of
Sweatt on the grounds that actually equal facilities must be provided and the
facilities in question. were not in fact- equal. In Case #3, Brown v. Board of
Education of Topeka (1954), the Court declared state-enforced segregation in pUblic
schools was unconstitutional, .even if facilities were equal. Its grounds were
that placing. minority groups in separate schools by state action "...solely
because of their race generates a feeling of inferiority as to their.status in the
community that may affect their hearts and minds in a very unlikely ever to be

Such state action, therefore, deprived such minorities of the equal
protection of the laws guaranteed'by the Fourteenth Amendment.)

(continued)

EQUAL PROTECTION UNDER THE LAW: Month III /,'Week 4 / Page 1
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Then reassemble the entire class, The "attorneys" for DeFunis begin the, argument and
are given a maximum of five minutes to present their case. Odegaardls position
follows for the next five minutes. A five minute exchange follows that. The fourth
five minute segment should be devoted to question and comments from the "jurors"
(remainder of class) .to either of the two presenting groups. After that, a vote
could be taken among the jurors and a'discussion could follow. You need to know that
the state courts upheld DeFunis' position, he was admitted to the law school and the
sate was appealed to the U.S. Supreme Court. Since DeFunis was already in the school
and about to graduate (June, 1974) the Court called the case moot by a 5-4 vote.

You might wish to close the class period with questions like the following:

1. A job vacancy --a promotion --is posted. The two applicants for that job are equal
in all ways except ,that one is male and the other female, and that the male has more
seniority than the female. The female gets the promotion to a management level

'because the company has no females at that level, but seniority is the time- honored
criteria for promotion. Is this situation just?

2. The president of a prestigious Eastern University was recently asked by an

indignant alumnus, "You mean that if everything is equal between my son and some
young man from a. city ghetto, that you will give preference to the ghetto product?"
The university president calmly replied that with all the many advantages enjoyed by
the alumnus* son, if everything was still equal the ghetto product was probably
the more promising person. What do you think?

EQUAL PROTECTION UNDER THE LAW:



The Law

No State shall make or enforce any lay which oha21 abridge, the prlinic9es
or immunities of citizens of the United Statesp nor shall any State der' any
person of life, liberty, or property, without due protest; of lawo nor deny to any
parson within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the lawg.

The 14th Amendment, U.S Constitution, (1868)

The Issme2

Is it constitutional to diacriminate against a white person in order to help
overcome the effects of past discrimination against blacks? Does the Fourteenth
Amendment prohibit special preferences in favor of blacks, if such preferences
discriminate against white people'on account of their race? Is "reverse discrimi.
natior01 constitutional?

The Casec

DeFunis V. 122,2211, 1971. Marco DeFunis, age 22, a Phi Beta Ka?pa graduate, filed
suit against the University of Washington for failing to admit him to the law
school. His suit 'claimed that he was denied admission because be was white and that
36 other less qualified candidates for the law school were admitted because they
were black. The suit against the University President, Charles Odegaard, establi2hed
that the 36 minority students had been admitted although their college grades and
Law School Admission Test scores were inferior to his.

EQUAL PROTEC1ION UNDER THE LAW Ell14/3
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The university argued thatilefunis was a mar, tat candidate, thi 29 whites who- bad
better scores than he were also rejected and that 38 whitcci with ficore lower than
Derdnis had been admitted. The sctool contended that this proved that it did rat
make decisions.on grades and test =ores alone..that such other factors as Where the
student was from, personal recommendation, and extra.curricular activities were also
given due weight. Race Was one factor in enriching the diver0.1t of the student
body, claimed the lawyer6. They rlaid that increasing the number of minority students
would help add to the very ltw number of minority lawyers in the state and the
nation.

One authority arguc4, "A farm. boy frQ_ can bring something to Vart6rd College
that a Bostonian cannot offer. Similarly, a blac!,:: studcint can usually bring
something that a white persor . cannot offer. The quality- of the educational
experience of all the students...depends in part on _ttese differences in the
background and outlook teat atudetats bring with thcm4,'

Another lawyer ittcc 4t that without :i.y.vocial trc:atm2nt of 6 nitios, _eruni5
class .woald have been "lil' white."

The American Bar Association cited its offorts to inzrease the proporticsa of U.S.
1jvr uhi are black. It produced figures which showed that one percent of the
lawyers in the U0S. are black compared with 12 percent of the'parliation thich 19
blacks

The attorney5 for Eaunio emphasized the fact that gany © ths2 riinority applicamo
were admitted with grades and test scores be the formal cutoff Faint for whites.
And the school even conceded that in tt5 admissions process it actaally put minority
candidates (Chicanos blaOs American Indians) in- a separate pool ier special
consideration. "'What the university did," DeFunisR attorn2y said admit tuo
classes, not OROm"

Sugh a guarantee of paces for ,7,irorities raised the problem of a 'uflu5ta" ,:11/5temo

The Anti4efamation League of Banat: Bgrith claimed, "...the racial quota that is
involved tn this case it, of particu/ar concern to the JeT,:itsh fninority in tha5

aauntry because of the long history of disortmlnatien against Jewa by the 05e of
quotas...after only 3C or 40 years of *pen admissions, the universities uhich, for
centures, set the style in excluding or restricting ieuish students may a);uin be
able to do so." The ML said, "If the Constitution prohibits e*clusion of blacks and

he minoritten on racial groi.gris, tt cannot pemit exolusio. oi liAire,7, an :1-acgo,

grounds."

One learned lutist arped tht the Fourteenth a!7f2ni,,Ent9s Pe
"ammands the elinination of racia/ baTriers, TOt their- creation in order t,-(;:

our theory as to ho'4 society ought E:o be organized.° He a,dded, "A VeF,znis gr:

white is entitled to advantage by reason of that fact n'_3r is he soOlet to any'

disability.... VbateVe!` t115 Tice y k' had a CgflOtittltili 1.10t tq

application considered on ha.s individual rf,orit.3 in zacialtv TP.T,n!

EVAL FRCTECTICN OMER Ta=a LA4s p.V4
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"A More Perfect Union";
The AmoricanGovenvnent

November 23 through December 20 1975
November 23/291' In Congress Assemblett 0

Representative Legislature
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ra4(kf-SS ASSEMLEti"

Fr 5in

'Soso *Awe that tnem 15 4 4fir.ioil allinfeisitz4 of vAtiu in tte three branchels ttio
netronsi government) Olth nolcative Brem0a ,5teAdily wwiny in power, WtAt
clugme does Conyresatavo to ii& its infiaence f#itr

ItrvP Iamesigatitoon inItajadaralistjapvafi513
°The great security against a gradual c et tr cf At several powers 1p

tf.;e a department consists in giving to those who adminiater each department the
necessary constitutional means td personal motives to resist encroachments of tht
thera*"

JO 2 zhx.zejeu..;dlei jam!, #58t
The wwst of Representatives

tet supplies requiaite for the
purse..that powerful instrument
Constitution, en infant and hmble
the sphere *f its activity. and

t on4y refuse, out ttey alone propose
of government* They in-a word, hold the
we behold; in the history of the British

tion of the people gradually enlargirg
and finally reducing* an far as it

seems to have wiahed* all the overgrown prer gatives of the other branches of the
government* This pgwer over the purse may* in fact* be regarded as the moat complete
and effectual weapon with which any constitution can arm the immediate represen.tatives of the people, for obtaining a redress of every grievance, and for carrying
into effect every just and salutary measum*"

Prom Senator 25im Erqin in apiresstoval itigrat, pp. L11.413$ Vol* .52, #45 A14-11
1473?

"Such a power (impoundment) clearly i5 prohibited by the Constitution*which empowers the President to veto entire bills only* By impounding appropriated
fund si the President is able to modify, reshape, or nullity complete tams passed by
the legislative branch; tbeveby making legislative policy power reserved exclu-
sively to the Gongress* Such at illegal exercise of the power of his office violates
clear constitatiozal provisions*"

"Congresa IA constitutionally obligated to make legislative policy* and to
accountable to the citirens for carrying out that obligation* The impoundment
praotice seriously interferes with,the nvcceasful exegation of that role and places
ogress in the paradoxical and belittling position of having to lobby the Executive
to carry Gut the lawn it has passed*"

From President Nixon's news Ganferelm* Jarcary 314 1.9?3.
"The constitutional right for the Pre dent of the United States to impound-

funds and that 0 not to spend money* when the spending of money wild mean either
increaaing prioes or increasing taxes for all the people* that right to absolutely
clear*"

"We gmeral interest Di this country, the general interest whoOer it be rich
or par QK 5i,d is floret break the family budget by raising the taxes or raising
prices, and r am going to stand for that general interest* Therefore, I will not
spend mney if the Congress.overepends, and r will not be for programs that will
raise the taxes and put a bigger hreo r)T4 the already overburdened AT,erican
tqxpayer0"

9 N CONgRES5 ASZEMBLED***Q'n A REPRES ETAUV LLLAT4JRE IV/W



Preeident Jeffereen in 18143 notified Congress that the sum 50,000 set aeLde for

gunbeate remained enepent. He pointed out that a charge in the situation f the

Missiesippi River meant that the money need not be epent beG4U5e the gunboat were

no longer needed.

In-1896, the Attorney General rdled that a President eed not epend all of the money
eet aside by Congrene tf be can get the work done for lese.

The 1964 Civil Righte Act empeuered the President to withhold funds from federally
financed programe in which there is discrimination by race, color, or national
origin.

George Mabr,n, CiLrran of the Heuee Approp riation Committee in *aid that "the

weight of experience and practice bears out the general proposition that an
appropriation does not constitute a mandate to spend every dollar appropriated...I
believe it is fuedamentally desirable that the Executive have limited powers of
i&vouridment in the interests of good management and eonstructive economy in public
expenditureee"

FOR CONSIDERATION:

The mad ieeue, ae etated abgve, has to do with the powers of the Cengrese and the
Executive (the President). Specifically, we are interested in the 1,35Ue of

Preeidential Impoundments of Funds. in the early 19701s the Congress passed and
financed ($200,000,00) the Clean Water Act. The President vetoed the Act but the
6ongrese overrode the veto. Thereafter the President impounded the funds. In other
words, he would net allow the maney to be spent thereby making the Act itself
meaningleae.

Shedld the President e able to withhold or elimleate ferule neceenary to carry out
acts and bills paeoed by Congress?

1. What does the term impeuedment mean?

2. Which of the above docannts or statements Support the idea of impundmEnt?

1. What doe:, the Constitution say or imply about Co ress' power to appropriate

funds and he Presidents power to decide whether to spend them? (See especially
Article I, Sections 7 and 8.)

"IN GO=RES ASSEMBLED**,": A REPRESENTATIVE LEGISLATURE: /V/I/4
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IlleMEatialtirLSAME..

Participant: (Three groups of students.) CONGRESS: 12 students, one of whom is the
chairperson. PRESIDENT AND ADVISORS: 6 students, The President, Secretary of Com-
merce, Secretary of Labor, Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare, Secretary of
Agriculture, and the Budget Director. THE PUBLIC: All other students in the class.

liajulet: Should the President be able to withhold or eliminate funds necessary to
carry out acts passed by Congress? We will specifically deal here with the Clean
Water Act.

212.1eite: The winner of this contest between the President and the Congress
is that group which gains the greatest amount of public support. Public support will
be registered by Public votes at the close of rounds 3, 4, and 5.

&W (You may want to paraphrase this on
ea Ch of the 18 people in Congress or in the
sentences may be used in any round, since
4 sentences may be used only in round
veto. Number 5 sentences may be used only
the issue.

the chalkboard.) The arguments given to
Executive Groups are numbered. Number 1
they speak about the Act itself. Number
4 where the issue is the President's
in round 5 where impoundment has become

Round 1: Two separate debates or discussions will be held by the Congress
Group and the President with his advisors. Participants in these two groups will be
guided by role cards but can use their own arguments as long as these arguments are
consistent with the roles as outlined. The Inoue being discussed is the proposed
Clean Water Act. Congress should discuss it aloud for the benefit of the Public and
then the Executive Group should do the same.

Round 2: Each of the two groups takes a vote to establish its position on the
proposed Clean Water Act.

Beuricl.A: One member of the Congressional Group announces passage of the Act to
Executive Group. At this point the President will make a statement to the entire
claps outlining his positionhe threatens a veto for several reasons. The public
opinion poll to follow should be based on the Public's observations of the Congress
and President to this point.

A public opinion poll, a show of hands, will be conducted at this point to determine
the amount of support for the President and the amount captured by Congress.

Round 4: Both the Congressional Group and the Executive Group (The President
announces his veto) may make public statements in defense of their positions and in
an attempt to sway public opinion. This time the issue has become rot only the Act
and its merits or lack of same, but the veto and the Congressional attempt to
override. After four or five minuteq a second public opinion poll should be taken
and the results added to the results cz the first. The total of three opinion polls
at the close of the next round will decide the winner. Before this second poll is
taken; however, the teacher should announce to the class that Congress has
overridden the President's veto.

Round 5: To open the round, the President rises and publically informs Congress that
he wt.11 impound or not spend the $200,000,000 provided to fund the Clean Water Act,
and tAat he will do this in the name of and for the benefit of all of the people. At
this point, the representatives of the two Groups may again, for six to seven
minutes, meke public statements about their positions. When all who wish to speak
have had an opportunity, aethird public opinion poll should be taken. The totals
should be calculated and a winner declared.

Turn then to the questions on page one of the Teacher's plan.

"IN CONGRESS ASSEMBLED...": A REPRESENTATIVE LEGISLATURE: IV/1/5
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;Student 1

Chairperson and spokesperson for the group, Votes for the Act and to override the
veto. Arguments:

le The Constitution gives Congress the power to provide for the general welfare. (Be
prepared to give specific examples,)

1. This Act provides something good for all people.

5. If the President can impound funds as he is attempting to do, he can in fact,
take away the power of Congress thereby violating the intent of the Constitution.

Student 2

Votes for the Act and to override the veto. Areumentat

1. Public opinion polls indicate that the vast majority of our citizens support the
Act.

1. Industry and the various communities have been unable or unwilling to clean up
their own dirty waters.

4. I intend to do my best to make this a veto proof CongresS. This issue is one that
the people do not want to see vetoed.

Student 3

Votes for the Act and to override the veto.

1. In many communities the water has become unsafe.

1. Recent tests have indicated that water treatment facilities can not clean the
drinking water of major metropolitan centers - -St. Louis is a specific example.

5, The Congress is to decide when money shall be -Tent, not the President.

Stelent 4

Votes for the Act and to override the veto. Arguments:

1. Passage of the Act will provide jobs at a time when more jobs are needed,

4. The Constitution gives the President the power to veto acts he does not like for
one reason or another, but the Congress has the authority to override that veto if
it can put together the votes.

5. Never before has the power of Congress been so threatened; we cannot permit the
President to impound these funds. The will of Congress is clear.

"IN CONGRESS ASSORBLED...": A REPRESENTATIVE LEGISLATURE: IV/1/6
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CONGRESS GROUPcontinued

Student 5

Votes for the Act and to override the veto. Arguments:

1., If the money is not spent now to correct the problem, that problem will become
more serious and the solution more expensive.

5. We grant that other Presidents have attempted to impound funds or to switch funds
from one account to another. We would merely point out that such action cannot be
supported by the Constitution, and IS not by public opinion.

Student 6

Votes for the Act and to override the veto. Arguments:

1. Mr. President, at a time when so many people are conscious of the damage being
done to the environment, you are making a serious error in opposing the Act.

5. By cutting off funds you are actually killing measures which have been written
and approved by the representatives of the people.

Student 7

Votes for the Aceand to override the veto. Arguments:

4' or 5. Do not the wishes of 535 elected Representatives better reflect the will of
the people than the selfish desires of one man?

5. At the present time we are drafting legislation which will make it impossible for
presidents in the future to impound funds.

5. Your actions have brought on this kind of legislation.

Student 8

Votes for the Act and to override the veto. Arguments:

1. We need action and we need it now:

1. In my district, the drinking water in four different areas has been declared
unsafe for public consumption.

5. We should probably take this whole impoundment issue to the Supreme Court, but
that is a slow way to go and the Court has not been anxious to act on this kind of
issue in the past.

"IN CONGRESS ASSEMBLED... ": A REPRESENTATIVE LEGISLATURE: IV/1/7
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CONGRESS GROUP - continued.

Student 9

Votes: against the Act but votes -to override the veto: Arguments:

1. The money is needed in
Concerned about the quality of

4 or 5. Since my initial
Convinced that I was wrong..

other areas and people in my area do not seem that
the water at this time.

vote, I have received enough mail so that I am now

Student 10,

Votes against the bill and supports the President's veto.-Arguments:

1 and 4. This job could better be done by.private industry:or local communities.

1 and 4. It is none of our busineis at this time.

5. Past presidential action clearly indicates that presidents have impounded funds.
but I am bothered by it.

Student 11

Votes-against the bill and supports the President's veto. Arguments:

1 and 4. The water in my neighborhood is clean.

1 and 4. This Act is an attempt by some of us to get the Federal Government to do
things that we should be doing for ourselves.

land 4. I would like to know more about how the money was to be spent.

1 and 4. Who is going to profit from this huge amount of money?

Student 12

Votes against the bill and supports the President's veto. Arguments:

1 and 4. Where were some of you yesterday when I had someimportant legislation
which despareetely needed to be passed?

. ,

1 and 4. This Congress tries to solve all of the-country's problems with Honey.

1 and 4. There are other ways to solve. this problem. Why not turn it over to private
enterprise?

4. 111e, President has the Constitutional right to veto a bill that he considers
unwise; we should respect his veto.

5. I supported the President's veto but cannot support this obvious disregard for
the will of the Congress.
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gxEcurIVE

Student 1

The President. Is much opposed to the Act and urges support of the veto. Arguments:

1 and 2. The money is needed in other areas. (Suggest other ways of spending the
money -- highways, poverty, welfare, etc.)

1 and 2. The Congress is asking meto spend money we don't hale.

1 and 2. I am opposed to higher taxes.

3. (To be used at the beginning of round. 3) The President tells Congress
and the Public that he is opposed to the bill and is considering a veto.

4. Announce the veto sometime during round 4.

5. (Presidential statement to open round 5) My job calls for me to act in the best
interest of all the people, and spending this money now is .clearly not the thing to
do. It is clear that I have the obligation not to spend the money and I will not
spend it. I am still willing to cooperate with Congress. but not on this issue.

5.- Other presidents have.impounded,funds when they thought that tci be a wise course
of action.

Student 2

Secretary of Commerce. Supports the President in all of his actions. Arguments:

1 and 4. Spending the money in this way will encourage inflation at a time when that
is our number one problem.

1 and 4. The President best knows the will of the people and his decisions should be
respected by the Congress.

5. COngress may vote the money, but the President will make the decision
about spending it.

Student .3

Secretary of Labor. Will support the President in all of his actions but has some
reservations. Azi=LItst.

1. I am tempted to support the Act because it will create some badty needed jobs.

1. However, the money should probably be spent elsewhere, if spent at all.

1. It 'would be wise to wait for newer, more efficient technology which probably
would be less expensive.

5. I seem to recall that President Jefferson refused, wisely, to spend some funds
and it turned out well.
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EXECUTIVE GROOsicentinued

Student 4

Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare. Will support the President in all of his
actions. Arguments;

1 and 4. We have decided that the bill is unwise, and the executive branch is more
competent to make such decisions than the legislative branch.

1 and, 4. If the $200,000,000 is not spent in this way at this time, it could be used
to send military aid to Israel and the etarving people in Bangladesh.

4. if the people disapprove of the President's position, they can say so at the time
of the next election by not voting for him.

5* 1 am opposed to any new laws passed by Congress giving that group more power.
ei

5. There hive been times when the Congress has encouraged the President to withhold
the spending of certain funds if spending them were not in the country's beat ine
terets. Such is now the case,

Student 5

Secretary of the Interior. Wilt generally support the President and his vetoes.
Arguments:

5, If you disagree with the President's right to impound ftinds, why don't you, the
Congress, pass a law which will, deny him that power?

5. The executive branch has the responsibility for the letting of contracts and the
actual spendinge or not spending, of monies.

MMM M MMMWMWM WWWWWWWWWWW

Student 6

Budget Director. Will vigorously support the President in all of his actions.

Arguments:

1 and 4. We are trying bard to avoid raising taxes.

I, 4 and 5. Spending this money at this time will mean that taxes must b raised to

cover the expenditure.

4 and 5. The Congress actually decided to spend this money before they knew about
the current financial problems or needs.

4 and 5. At one time the Congress may have been correct but new information
shows that it is no longer so,
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November 30/ December 9: A President: An Elected Executive

in THE voiErig

WjECTIVEq,8

1. At least half of the otudents should be willing to enter into a summary
discussion, and several should express a desire to pursue a related object in
greater depth.

2. Each student obould be 'able to make a statement in defenoc of President
Truman's 1952 actions seizing control of the nationfs'steel companieo, and one in
opposition using the Constitution andior TederalistIlmaos a basis for these
positions.

3. Each student should demonstate a willi ngness and ability to portEcipate in d
group role-playing activity.-

(The on focuses on the cal uestion: The Extent of Poeoldestiol Power
in Time of Var.)

EliCkFaliER

This one day lesson should be 'dealt with in four steps13
A. The preface, with excerpts from the Constitution and the Federalist Paper

and a statement of the issUe as it appeared in 1952, in Xlmisuan .heet& TubeSal,
V. Sauxer.

B. The role-playing information LA the form of "position statenentas"
C. Supreme Court opinions on the case.
D. Follow.up discussion questions, and suggestions for furtherJnquiry.

We suggest that you provide copies of #A for each student on the day before you plan
to use the lesson so that each student might have an opportunity to read that much
of the material before the class begins. On the following day, you should begin with
a very brief general discussion of the #A materials, thereby making sure that most
ofthesstudents begin this lesson with some common understandings.

Then select three or four students to rolesplay each of four positions: the steel.,
companieS; a Congressman opposing the President; labor; the President. Give each
member of each group a copy of (ono?) its "position statements" (B) while giving
these groups a few minutes to familiarize thamselves with their positions (and odd
arguments of their own), divide the remainder, of the class into nine groups
representing ,each. of the justices of the Supreme Court: Vinson, (C.J.), Reed,
Minton, Douglas Jackson, and Clark. No Attempt 1411 be made to role-play the actual
positions of the Justices, but you might wish to point out that they were divided in
their opinions, The two or more students who assume the role of one justice will
discus's how his "vote9 should be Cast.

Then have each group (or a single spokesman for 'each) address the court ? waking the
best argument possible for its position. When the period is about half over ask for
a vote by the "justices," Record it on the board,

A PRESIDENT: AN ELECTED EXECUTIVE: Month 4 / Week 2 / Page 1



Then diottibute (C) the statement of Juctice Black tor thy nalority and Chief
Justice Vinsonvo dissenting opinion% Alter otudento have read these opinions; wn
the issue to a comtuding diGcua5ion; Om the final page 9f tido lesson (09
wo have provided 5ine que5tion,5 with which to Ilaunzh sgth a diauggion, and saixA for
rz,Ire extended inquiric by individual5 or groups.; You ,Ire eettatly mzougagea
FRolAwer; to tae off in any dirfcticw.wMch to 7.3u 3e.c7.!75 p:ofitableo
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B.

POSITION STATEMENTS

Steel Companies:
1. We do not know where President Truman gets his claimed power to seize private
property. There is certainly nothing in the Constitution which grants such powers to
the chief executive.
2. If President Truman uses the Selective Service Act or the Defense Production Act
as a basis for his argument,'it should be pointed out that they do not give him
seizure powers in a labor dispute, but only in case's in which war production orders
are not given priority by industry.
3. Congress has passed a law governing labor disputes, the Taft-Hartley Act; the
President could have .avoided, and could still avoid, a strike by getting an
injunction forcing the union to accept an 80-day "Cooling" off period.
4. Since he had a lawful means of postponing a strike, he cannot claim his action
was necessary in an emergency. Even if he did,' t would still be unconstitutional,
since the Constitution does not provide special eme ency powers.

Opposing Congressman:
1. Congress, not the President, is empowered by the Constitution to raise and

maintain armies*
2. It has passed no law allowing a President to seize private property as a means of
settling a labor dispute, even one threatening war production.
3. It has provided, other means to settle labor disputes--the Taft-Hartley Act.
4. If the President is held to have "implied" or "residual" powers, the Constitution
is meaningless; he could do anything on the grounds of it being a wartime necessity;
he has Constitutional power only to enforce the law, as passed by Congress,

Labor:
1. We have delayed our strike over 90 days, at the President's request, while the

Wage Stabilization Board worked out a solution; to impose the Taft-Hartley Act now

would be unreasonable.
2. We were willing to accept ttle WSB wage solution, but the companies demanded price

increases the Office of Price Stabilization would not approve. Since the companies
wouldn't go along with solutions arrived at by government agencies according to law,

the President had to seize them.

3. By passing the Defenie Production Act in 1950, Congress clearly intended that
essential production be kept up and inflation held down.
4. His constitutional powers are sufficient; they derive from his power as

Commander-in-Chief and his duty to see that such laws are effectivelyand.faithfully
executed- -that their goals are are achieved.

Presidential Representative:
1.,We all know that a state of national emergency was proclaimed in December, 1950.
2. The war effort must have uninterrupted steel production.
3. The Selective Service Act of 1948 and the Defense Production Act of 1950
authorize the seizure of industrial plants which fail to put defense orders first.

4. The President issued his orders in keeping with the sum c: is powers and duties

under the Constitution of the United States and his roe,, is Commander -in -Chief

during times of dire national emergency. In this technological age the President

cannot be bound by too-strict limits.

A PRESIDENT: AN ELECTED EXECUTIVE: 4/2/5



The opinion of the supreme Court was split, but the majority ruled against President
Truman and in favor of the steel industry. Justice Black, who voted with the
majority and against President Truman, stated in part:

We are asked to decide whether the
President,was acting within his consti-
tutional power when he issued an order
directing the Secretary of,Commerce to
take possession of and operate most of .
the Nation's steel mills., The mill
owners argue that the President's order
amounts to lawmaking, a .legislative
function which the Constitution has
expressly confided to et4. Congress and

not to the President, The Government's
position is that the order was made on
findings of the President that his
action was necessary to avert a nation-
al catastrophe which would inevitably
result from a stoppage of steel pro-
duction, and that in meeting this grave
-emergency the President was acting
within the aggregate of his constitu-
tional powers as the:-gatidtivi-Chtef
Executive and the Commander in Chief of
the Armed Forces of the United States.
,..is the seizure order within the

constitutional power of the Presi
dent?...-

The President's power, if any, to issue
the order must stem either from an act
of Congress or from the Constitution
itself. There is no statUte that ex-
pressly authorizes. the President to

take possession of property as he did
here. Nor is there any act of Congress
to which our attention has been di-
rected from which such a power can
fairly be implied. Indeed; we do not

understand the Government to rely on
statutory authorization for this

seizure....
lb

It is clear that if the President had
authority to issue the order he did, it
must be found in,same provisions of the
Constitution. And it is not claimed
that express constitutional language
grants this power to the President. The
contention is that presidential power
should be implied from the aggregate of
his powers under the Constitution. Par-
ticular reliance is placed on provi-
sions in Article II which say. that "the
executive Power shall be vested in a

President...; that "he shall take Care

A PRESIDENT: AN ELECTED EXECUTIVE: 4/2/6
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that the Laws be faithfully executed";_
and that he "shall be Commander in
Chief of the Army and Navy of the
United States."

The order cannot properly be sustained
as an exercise of the President's mili-
tary power as Commander inYChief of the
Armed Forces. The Government attempts
to do so. by citing a number of cases
upholding broad powers in military cam
mandets engaged in day-to-day fighting
in a theater of war. Such cases need
not concern us here. Even though
"theater of war" be an expanding con.
cept, we cannot with faithfulness to
our constitutional system hold that the
Commander in Chief)of the Armed Forces
has the ultimate power.as such to take
-possesstonof.prtvate property-in-order
to keep labor disputes from stopping
production. This is a job for, the
Nation's lawmakers, not for-its mili-
tary authorities,

Nor can thic seizure order be sustained
because of the Several constitutional
provisions that grant executive power
to the President. In the framework of
our Constitution the President's power
to see that the laws are faithfully
executed refutes the idea- that he is to
be a lawmaker. The Constitution limits
his functions in the lawmaking process
to the recommending of laws he thinks
wise- and the vetoing of laws he thinks
bad. And the Constitution is neither
silent nor equivocal about who shall
make Jaws which the President is to
execute. The first section of the first
article_ says that "All legislative
Powers herein granted shall be vested
in a congress of the United States...."
After granting many powers to the
COgress, Article I goes on to provide
that Congress may "make all Laws which
shall be i :essary and proper fdr car-
rying into Execution the ..foregoing
Powers and all other Powers vested.by
this Constitution in the Government of
the United States, or in any Department
or Officer thereof."



'as

The Presidentts order does not direct
that a congressional policy be executed
in a manner prescribed by Congress - -it
directs that a presidential policy be
executed in a manner prescribed by the
President....

The Founders of this Nation entrusted
the law making power to the Congress
alone in both good and bad times.

The minority position, or that which supporped President Truman's action, is found
below-in the words of Chief Justice Vinson : r,.%

ti

....Those who suggest that this is a
case involving extraordinary powers
should be mindful that these are ex-
traordinary times....

Congressional support of the action in
Korea has been manifested by provisions
for increased military manpower and
equipment and for economic stabili-
zation....

Congress recognized the impact of these
defense programs upon the economy.

.Following the----attack, in Korea, the
President asked for authority to requi-
sition property and to allocate and fix
priorities for s':arce goods In the
Defense Producaion' act of 1950,
Congress granted the powers requested
and, in addition, granted power to

.stabilize prices and wages and.to pro-
vide for settlement of labor disputes'
arising in the defense program

The President has the duty to execute
the foregoing legislative programs.
Their successful execution depends upon
continued production of steel and
stabilized prices for steel....

Accordingly, if the President has any
power under the Constitution to meet a
critical situation in the absence of
express statutory authorization, there
is no basis whatever for criticizing
the exercise of such power in this
case.

The steel mills were seized. for a

public use. The power of eminent
domain, invoked in this case, is an
essential attribute of sovereignty and
firs long been recognized as a power of
the Federal Government....

Admitting that the Government could
seize the mills plaintiffs claim that
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the implied power of eminent domain can
be exercised only under An Act of
Congress; under no circumstances, they
say, can that power be exercised by the
President unless he can paint to an
express provision in. enabling legis-
lation....

Under this view, the President is left
powerless at the very moment when the
need for action may be most pressing
and when no one, other than he, is
immediately capable of action. Under
this view, he is left powerless because
a power not expressly given to.Congress
is nevertheless found to rest exclu.,-
sively with Congress....

The whole of the "executive Power"
is vested in the President. Before
entering office, the President swears
that he "will faithfully execute the
Office of President of the United
States, and will to the best of (his)
ability, preserve, protect and defend
the Constitution of the United States."
Article II, Section 1.

This comprehensive grant of the execu-
tive power to a single person was
bestowed soon after the country had
thrown the yoke of monarchy. Only by
instilling initiative and vigor in all
of the three departments of Government,
declared Madison, could tyranny in any
form be avoided.... It is thus apparent
that the Presidency was deliberately
fashioned as an office of power and
independence. Of course, the Framers
created 'no autocrat capable of arro-
gating any power unto himself at any
time. But' neither Elf(' tl..:57 create an
automaton impotent to exercise the
powers of Government at a time when the
survival of the Republic itself may be
at stake.
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D.

FOR DISCUSSION:

1. With whom did the majority of the "justices" in your class agree?

2. Whatarguments seemed to be the most persuasive?

3. How do 'you think Alexander Hamilton would vote on this issue? What makes you"
think the way you'do about Hamilton's position?

4. Would the President have been "right" to-take the actiol did if the Hawaiian
Islands were attacked? What is the difference, or is there any difference?

5. Under" what circumstances is the President justified in seizing private property
in support of a war effort?

FOR FURTHER INVESTIGATION: ?

1. Individual or ,small -group inquiries could well be made into similar claims by
other Presidents. Such claims to extensive warpowers were asserted by Presidents.
Lincoln; Wilson, Franklin D. RooseVelt, and Nixon. Arthur 'Schlesinger Jr.'s The'
Imperial Presidency (Boston: 'Houghton Mifflin Company, 1973) is ,a recent, and
widely-available work which could serve as a point of departure for such investi-
gation.

2. A related, inportant, but somewhat different question about presidential war-
powers is, obviously, '"howmeaningful, in Twentieth Century circumstances, is the
Constitution's assignment to Congress of the power to declare war?" Korea, the, Gulf
of Tonkin incident, and the Cambodian invasion of 1970, are all instances of
presidential power to lead the country into limited wars without a Congressional
declaration. Have recent steps taken by Congress altered those powers?
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December 7/13: "The Government": The Growt of Bureaucracy

TJ THE TEACHER:

OBJECTIVES:

1. Ea6h student, at the close of this lesson, should be able to make at least three
Statements about the advantages and dieAvantage of bureaucracies.

2. The majority 'of. the students hould e able to offer an explanation for the
growth.Of bureaucracies in the U.S.

On the'day before the lesson, hand t the reading-"What To DO After World War III"
pages two and three. Ask the Stu nts to read this essay before coming to class on
the next day.

Open the class period by eferring students to the cartoon on page three, and
after students have had an portunity to stud3,it briefly, ask them to describe or,
talk about its meaning. The ask the, students to compare the cartoon to the Buchwald
reading dons on the p vious nigh.t. Students will probably talk about the
inefficiency? of bureauc acies, their impersonality, their rigidity,---their potential
power, their seemingly nnecessary regulations, etc. Record these ideas on the board
under two headings: " rengths" and "Weaknesses" of bureaucracies.

Next,' ask the
describes a SO
otherwise unre
describes/ the
model, for
pimple sc
there is
teacher
nurse,
perso AboVe" this one person then must be someone to hire the teacher and finance
they the school. (In fact, these functions were almost,always performed
by/ :school boards, elected from and by 10-cal citizens.) Those should be about the.
Only components of the chart except for the students theinselves. Ask the students to
orally describe their organization charts.

Divide the otais into five.groups and hand out an assignment (from those on page
tiX) to each :group. Each-group will have a different task, but they should not be
aware of 'thatOdt this point. Simply hand out one Group A assignment to each member

',of group- A, :Aco Provide Adequate time for the groups to work out an organization
chart,, and then reconvene the entire- class. Get one person from each group to
reprodUce ,the diagram,' on the chalkboard, and.- then ask, the following kinds of
questions;

1. How does your diagram differ from the one you did for the very simple school?
Why? ,

What are the. advantages of such an arrangment? What are the disadvantages?
. 3. Are bureaucracies necessary?

dents to yread the short excerpt (pages four and fiVe) which
Ol much simpler than their own. At the bottom of the reading, but

ted to it, studenti will find a fictional organization chart which
ost offices confronted by Buchwaldfshero. The' Chart is to serve as a

e would like them to draw an organization chart pf their own for the
of described. Any attempt at such a drawing should indicate that

no bureauCracy in a' situation as simple as that described. ThOugh'the
may have several roles -- custodian, purchaser of suppliesr disciplinarian,
activities director, teacher, and counselor--all of the jobi are done byone
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igtamigtEEDIORLD WAR. III.

Anyone who doubts that the federal
government is prepared for World War
III just doesn't know how organized
Washington really is. .A short time ago
someone who works for 'the Treasury
Department received his instructions in
writing on what he has to-do in case of
enemy attack.

They read as follows, and I haven't
made a Word-of it up:

National Office Employes with or
without emergency assignments, should
follOw: this procedure. If you are pre-
vented from going to your regular place'
of work because of an enemy attack.-
keep this instruction in mind--GO TO
THE NEAREST POST OFFICE, ASK THE POST---
MASTER FOR A FEDERAL EMPLOYE REGISTRA-
TION CARD..., FILL IT OUT AND RETURN IT
TO HIM. He ,.will. see that it is, for-
warded to the office OfHthe : Civil
Service 'ComMisaiod which will, maintain
the registration file- for your area.
When the Civil.ServiceCommisdion re-
Caves your card; we will
We can then.decide where and when you
should 'report for Work...a-YOU should.
obtain and complete your registration
card as soon' after .enemy attack as
possible, but not\until you.are.rea-
sonably sure where you will be staying
for 'a few

Nobody believes it will ever happen,
. but let us suppose that Robert Smiley

(a fictitious person .working for the
Treasury Department) has just crawled
out of the rubble, after an enemy.attack
and- remembers the instructions con-
cerning civil' defense for federal-em-
ployees. -

After walking for four days. and 350
miles, Smiley: finally finds a post
office that is still standing. He stag-
gers up' to a window, but just as he
gets there, the man behind it-says,

"Sorry,. this window is closed," and .

slams it down.,

Smiley stumbles to the next window and
is told to get in line behind twenty
other people. Two hours later he gets
to. the head of the line ana croaks, "I
want to register--"

"I'm sorry," says the post office
clerk. "This window is just for stamps.
Registered mail is at_the next-window."

"No, 'no," says Imiley. "I want a.fed-
eral employee registration card."'

"We don't sell-those. Now do you want
any stamps or .don't you?"

"You seej" says Smiley, holding'onto
the window,'"I was instructed after the
enemy attacked to find the nearest pose
office and-fill out a card."

"You'd better try the parcel pc;s in.
dow," the clerk suggests.

Smiley. goes., over to the parcel post
--window and gets in line with thirty
people. Four hours later he is informed
that the .post office has rumoUt of
,federaI employee registration cards.
.They suggest he try._ another post
office.

.Smiley -staggers out into the road and
starts walking .again., Four -hundred
mIes 'up the highway he finds another
post office.HAfter catching his breath,
he 7tAkes the card sbakinglyi:to the
cbunter and starts to fill it out. But
the pen won't :work.. He informs the
postmaster' of this, and the postmaster
replies, "We know it, but there's noth.
ing we. can do about it. There's a. war
on."

"But I've got to register," says
SMIley,.. "or the Civil. Service

"THE/GOVERMENT": THE GROWTH OF BUREAUCRACY: IV/3/2



WHAT TO DO AFTER-WORLD WAR III-Continued

Commission won't know where I am in
case the United .States Treasury wants
to start up again. Couldn't I borrow
your pen?" .

"What? And ruin ,the point? Listen, why
don't you go over to the'Smithtown post
office. I hear their pens are still ln
working order."

Clutching' the .card, Smiley walks 60
miles \to Smithtown, where he fills it
out. Htmlaiis it that very day.

Years. later, Smiley. is still waiting_
for a reply. For in his haste and
fatigue, Smiley had forgotten to write
down his return ZIP code.

Source: The Establishment Is-Alive And Well In Washington by Art Buchwald, J. P.
Putnam's Sons, New York, 1969, pp. 15-17.

11/1402

\z`lt &raw, mHM/i,cic2LE

IcER
*

"OK, FILL OUT THESE FORMS AND SUBMIT YOUR PROPOSAL FOR
REORGANIZING FEDERAL BUREAUCRACY IN TRIPLICATE. WE'LL CONTACT

YOU IN DUE COURSE."

Source: Oliphant, November 16, 1972, Four More Years, Simon and Schuster; New York,
. 1973. (Copyright 1973 by Pit Oliphant.)

(
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SCHOOLS IN THE WEST ;00 YEARS AGO

Yours' of the 16th inst. duly received
4id :L hitwe delayed answering until I
COAld;:asCertalin 'more definitely just

a what we could do in School matters.

We eXpect. to start a school on the
South .FOrk*9fMcDgmalds Creek, some 12
Miles- from here4about July 1st, pro-
-vided thdy build a school house within
that time.... Th4re will be some 9
scholars, mostlysmall. It is an out of
the way,kind of a place, and might not
suit you very well; but I am told they

. are real ..good folks liVing there.

We will pay $65.00 per month, will have '

'a five mo. term. We will also establish
a school at, or near, Mr.-Wm."Fergus
ranch on Box Elder, but owing to having..
to build a school house there, (which
will ,absorb their share of money now"onT
hand) we may not be able. o :commence

Source: Granville Stuart to'7'Linda Stuar

.Copy. in Granville- Stuart Letterbook Noe,

University.

the term 'before.Dec. 1, but if we can
get parents to pay teacher until Dec.
1, we could-probably begin July 1st to
15th for a five months term. Nextyear
we expect to have school money enough
to hold an eight months term at-each of
the four places in this district.

If you think the place'would suit you,
I can promise you the South Fork Schools
as soon as the house is done, or if you
prefer to wait I think we could give
you the school at Mr. Fergus. .

Please let me hear from you on. the
subject.

Very Respectfully Yours,
Granville Stuart,

Chairman; Board of Trustees,
School Dist; No. 19.

t(Fort Maginnis, Montana, May 29, 1884).
2, pp.. 57-58, Coe Collection, Yale

'These school-houses, built before money,
was, available from the public funds,

were often cooperative enterprises.
Each:man furnished so many hewed logs
of .a given length if the,house were to
be of logs.,Ora given:number of loads
of rock if it were to be of that

material. Then at a bee the'house was
built.. If the building: was to be.a

.dugout or sod' structure, as most of
them in the western two-thirds cf the
prairie states .were, the_ men of the.
neighborhood brought :their tools and-

'constructed
was

in 'a day or' two. A
collection was taken up by public-

spirited citizens for the purpose of

buying window frames, .windows. and

doors. In the fifties and sixties the
windows consisted merely. -of holes:in

the walls as ,there. were no window
sashes nor glass.

One.settler near the center of.the !

township donated the use of the ground'
and the settlers came and held.a build-
ing bee. In a, few hours' time .4 sery

iceable sod school - house and ....stable

were erected.

The children furnished' their own.bookS
and what 'a motleyarrayof tools for
the cultivation Of knowledge! The lack
of uniformity in'textbotika-was the bane.
of the frontier pedagOgue. The parents
brought the, did texts -from their former

homes inthe East and (often in a class
there Vouldbe three-4 four different
kinds of geographies or readers.'

The life of the early.schoolteacher
Was far from pleasantip many respects..
He had .to board around at the homes of

his .pUiAls.: staying longest at the

"THE GOVERMENT": THE GROWTH OF BUREAUCRACY:AV/3/4:.
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SCHOOLS IN THE WEST 100 YEARS AGO- continued

homes with the largest number of child-
ren.

Shlwas the school janitor, wending her
way across the prairies at an eetly
hour in order to build the fire of
green cottonwood. Sometimes thelarger
boys did_tbis for the teicher. Some who

SbuXce: 1114SELAWIIESSS4gE by Everett

had fallen victim to the teacher's
winning personality, occasionally stay
ed to' help her sweep the dusty floors
The lieges varied greatly but ran around
ten and fifteen dollars a month in the
sixties and °twenty or thirty in the
seventies.

Dick, pp. 318-320*

, ORGANIZATION CHART

This is a fictitious organization chart based on the Buchwald reading. Use this
chart )as a model to construct an organization dhart for the one-room school house"
describedin the aboVe article.

o'0*

ott.c'e

Regional Head of Post Offices

oe
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Academic Instruction sal:
Your committee is responsible for academic instruction in a hi school. Draw up an
organization chart showing by whom each of the following function, is to be
performed, and how the several "performers" are to be coordinated a) deciding what

courses should be taught in science, in languages, in social studies, etc.,
b) teaching the courses, c) ordering textbooks, d) general testing of student

achievement.

Physical Education Committee:

Your committee is responsible for the physical education instruction in a high
school. Draw up an organization chart showing by whom each of the following
functions is to be performed, and how the several "performers" are to be

coordinated: a) deciding what physical education courses should be taught,

b) teaching them, c) scheduling interscholastic sports, d) assigning coaches,

e) coaching, f) arran ing for transportation, g) providing trainer's services,
h) arranging for cheerl aders, bands, etc.

90 .... 00 10 ..........

Supporti Services C ttee:

Your committee is responsible for providing services which support the academic
instruction in a high school. Draw up an organization chart showing by whom each of
the following functions is to be performed, and how the sei/eral "performers" are to
be coordinated: a) organizing and running a library, b) organiting and running a
media center, c) organizing and running a counselling service.

Sin le-School Administration Committee:

Your committee is responsible for setting up the administration in a high school.
Draw up an organization chart showing by whom each of the following functions is to
be performed, and how the several "performers" are to be coordinated: a) supervising
instruction, supportive services activities; b) planning and controlling a school
budget; c) providing food services, d) providing custodial services, e) handling
disciplinary problems, f) registering students for courses and keeping transcripts.

School District Administration Committee:

Your committee is respOnsible for the general administration of a school district.
Draw up an organization chart showing by whom each of the following functions is to

be performed, and how the several "performers" are to be coordinated: a) planning
and controlling a district budget, setting up and negotiating salary policies,

b) hiring teachers and assigning them to schools, c) coordinating the curriculum

of elementary, junior high schools, and senior high schools, d) deciding which
students go to which school, e) arranging transportation, f) central purchasing.

"THE GOVERNMENT": THE GRCMTH OF BUREAUCRACY: IV/3/6
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December14/20: "By Consent of the States..."

112111LIEW:at

QBJECr/VES,

1. .Students will examine and discuss five issues about state vs. federal power
between 1787 and 1969.

2. After reading an article about regionalism and-examining a series of maps showing
natural resources, industries, and farming areas, the students will be willing to
construct their own regional map and state their reasons for drawing the map as they
did.

3. Given arguments in favor of regionalism, and. one scholars concept, the students
should be willing to discuss the questions0;qs regionalism a feasible concept?
Would it solve the w4aknesses of the present sydt,4m?"

pizOCEbuREA

On the day before the lessons duplicate all of the following pages in sufficient
quantity to provide one copy for each two students in your class. Begin the lesson
by asking each student in the class to sit with a partner. Then hand out page two,
asking each pair of students to read through the five issues and answersthe
questions. (They will need a copy of the U.S. Constitution to answer question #3.)
After a few minutes, use the'questionsras a basis for discussion about state vs.
federal rights. Summarise their conclusions by writing their statements on the
chalkboard.

Now hand out pages \three -through eight. The students will read the introductoty
paragraphs on page three and answer the questions as they work through the
assignments. On-Map #4, each pair of students will construct its own map with their
proposed regional boundaries. (A map of the U.S., usually found in textbooks, would
help them identify reference points since none of the maps in this exercise is

labelle&with cities! or states' names.) Maps #1, 2, and 3 should help the

students to organize their ideas. Encourage them to use their imaginations,
but their boundaries should be based on topographical featureS, and the distribution
of population, industries, natural resources, and farMing areas. Add more interest
to the exercise by having the studenti devise names for their regions,

Allow approximately 15 minutes for the students to complete this phase of the

exercise, then call on a few pairs to present their map to the class. Ask them to
answer the questions on page three.

When you feel enough of the students have responded, hand out Map #5 which shows how
one scholar thought through the issue of regionalism. Give the students some time to
compare their maps with his and to react to the 38 divisions he proposed.

Conclude -the exercise with the following questions: Is regionalism a feasible

concept? Would it solve the weaknesses of the present system?

"BY CONSENT OF THE STATES.,,'!: Month lY / Week 4 / Page 1
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MaregUallife-EriallQEThE/rial

Study the following five issues: What do they have in common? What is the general
trend? (Notite the dates.) What does the Constitution have to say about the roles of
the states and federal governments? (Examine a copy of the U.S. Constitution.)

Issue lt 1787-The Federalists (those who believe in a strong Federal Government)
wanted to set aside the weak Articles of confederation which granted great power to
the states. The Federalists wrote a new Constitution which gave the national
Congress the right to make all laws Which the'states were not competent to write and
allows a Federal Government to throw out all state laws %A-Itch the states had made or
would make which conflicted with the U.S. Constitution, It provided for a President,
Congress, and Courts with clear powei over the ttates.in man' matters,

;tie 2: 1830-The state of South Carolina, with the blessing ef several other
states, and infuriated by a new federal tariff, called a Convention within the

' state', The Convention "nullified" [did away with] the federally passed tariff and
oSet Up funds for a military force and weapons. President Jackson forcefully pointed
out that nullification would destroy the union, violated the Coilstitution, and was
,destructive of the greater good. Jackson requested and Congress passed the Force
181/1, which authorized troops to collect customs duties should that become
necessary.

Issue 3: 18501s-Certain leaders of the Southern States in the United States
continued to talk about secession (a state or group of states leaving the U.S. and
forming a separate country). Plagued and frustrated' by the issues of slavery,
economic development, tarriffs, fugutive slaves, and the balance of power in
Congress, the Southern States moved to secession. Forts and arsenals belonging to
the Federal Government were seized by several southern states as they seceded from
the UniOn. The Civil War followed and the Southern States were forced back into
the United States,

Issue 4: 1957eAt Little Rock, Arkansas, the local school board had obtained
court approval for admitting black students to the all-white Central High School.
Arkansas Governor, Orval E. Faubus, a segregationist, called out the National Guard
and ordered it to bar entry to nine black students. After an injunction was issued
against his actions, Faubus withdrew the National Guard. Almost immediately,' mobs of
aroused citizens (intent on keeping the black students out of the high school)
took the place of the National Guard. President Eisenhower sent regular army troops
in to break the blockade and protect the students who proceeded to enter the school.
Federalized National Guardsmen stayed at the school for the remainder of the school
year.

Issue 5: 196944any states complained that they were unable, for lack of funds,
to meet the needs of their citizens. President Richard Nixon in an August 8 speech
referred to what he called the "New Federalism." "For a third of a century," he

said, "paver and responsibility have flowed toward Waehington, and Washington has

taken for its own the best sources of revenue," His intent in the "New Federalism"
was to return a set portion of the revenues from Federal income taxes directly to
the states with very few if any Federal restrictions on how these funds were to be

spent. He called this a "gesture of faith in America's state and local governments
and in the principle of democratic self-government." Congress accepted the proposal.

"BY CONSENT Of THE STATES...": IV/4/2
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TE OUESTRIN OF REGTONALISM -PART j

For many people, the issue of states' rights is a moot question. For. them the
concept of federalism is an nargueable one. Why" argue over ,-,11 issue tint was
settled so, convincingly in the 1860's? With revenue sharing easing state financial
burdens, the issue is even more academic,

instead of reviving dead ghosts, these people look towards the future, a future in
which the present state structure doesn't share. They feel that the 50 state idea is
outmoded, has served its function, and pow should be replaced with a more
manageable, equitable system. They argue for-egionalism.

In the final phase of today's 'lesson, you and your partner will look at the
feasibility of regionalism. What are the ideas favoring regionalism? What are its
drawbacks?

First, spend the next- few minutes reading the following article. Then, you and your
partner shoul8 study the maps showing major cities, important industries, agricul-

o tura/ areae, and location of natural resources. Then, based on the reading and maps,
construct :your own map drawing in boundaries arid labelling the new "states" as you
think they should be.

As you complete the exercise, think of these questions:

. I, Wbat detAtaived where.Fda placed Ow regionarboundaries?
2. What problem emuet 794%merceme t/-iicomplish they change? o
3. How would you go about implementing%a plan ,Ito restructtere Aate boundaries?
4. What groups 6f people might oppose such a change?

When this part of theenercise is completes, the teacher will hand out a. map showing
ore.manis idea of new union. -Gee how closely yours, coincide.

_

, For some tiMe now scholars have been suggesting the elim atfon of present state
boundaries and the establishment of a new system of states.

A Michigan geography professor recommended 16 states instead of the present 50. As
an example, he merged all of New England into one state called Yankee.

A Professor of geography at California State University suggested 38 states along
the lines of clearly defined areas hazed on population, economic, regions, and
topographical features.

And a depression.era governor of Connecticut. suggestad that the s$: England'
states merge to form on state. He w,snted to gave administrative CO5t5o

As one writer canted ; "Why uot, 141.1y cant we have one state of New England Would
it not be more effective for us to speak with one voice?" He went on to list common
regional problems he felt such a union could speak foradeep.water ports, electric
rates, educational needs, environment protection, improved rail and air service,
offeehore oil resources, the fishing industry, if rtes and finally, the
elimination of duplizate job functions each of the states4i

"BY CONSENT OF THE STA1ES...";3 m4/3
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Some sChotars argue that the states are the least likely units of government in the
federal system. They feel that states are unable to rhtionally plan and control
future growth., Many of the 50 states have boundaries which do not relaeF to their
problems; indeed, many of the boundaries artifically divide the problems.

For years, competition has been the hallmark of interstate relations with each state
exporting or overlooking common problems. Though this competition has had its
positive effects .excellence in higher-education institutions, for example --much of
it has led to a heavy burden on the economic resource's of the state. The welfare
program is one such example. Many of the least prosperous states contimie inadequate
programs forcing the needy to seek help elsewhere. And that elewhere has
historically been the more affluent and urbanized stales in the Northeast, Midwest,
and West.

Another type of competitiontis the,drive of each state to attract new industry into
thei state, ,thereby creating more jobs, a larger economic base, and thus a more
highly developed state. Too often this affects the tax structure in the state and
has an adverse effect upon the services offered by the state.

In arguing for a change in state organization, the scholars want to overcome the
mismatch between state boundaries and problems. Regional organization would respond
to the problem of scale that arises when functions spill over state boundaries. The
historic method of handling such problems has been interstate commissions, but these
too often bog down when the interests of states are threatened. And the commissions
also have a tendency of consuming time and money.

Regionalism would settle the issue.

"BY CO 5a is OF THE STATES...": W14/4
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Other 'American, Issues-Forum- related materials Make.it possible to follow each
of the 36 weekly Calendar topiCs in 'greater depth.' This appendix includes
information on sources which provide week-by-week references to additional mat-

.

eriale.

Bibliographies

.

The American Library. Association has developed two liSts--one for adults and
one for young readers. -to Supportthe-weekly Forum topics.'These bibliographies,'
called Reading 'include books, films,- records, and
other materials.ACopy of each-list is enclosed. Their reproduCtion for educational
and non- commercial use is'enCouraged..Additional-small quantities can be Ordered at
no cost from your State Library: For larger quantities write to: American Library.
Association, Publisbina,ServiceS Department, 50 East Huron Street, Chicago, Illinois
60611. (There is a mailing. and handling charge of43/100.for such large ordersv
payment must accompany each order.)

The. Regional -PF914°4....1.S.aupplementing the ALA lietS with a Regional,LBIbli.,_
ograohy. Copiee of this specialized list may be obtained fromilimetican Issues
Forum, 4.01 Mary Reed Building, University of DenVer,- Denver, ColoradO 80210.

A coliPrehenSiVe, annotated list for over 200Jilms covering the Forum's weekry
topics has been preparedlay the Educational Film Library Association. Copies of the
EFLAts American Issues Forum Film List may 'be ordered for.-$1.00 per copy from:"
Educational Film Library Association, 17 West 60thStreet 'NewYork, New York 10023.:

a
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Courses By Newspaper

Courses' By Newspaper is a national program :which .presents introductory
college4evel. Courses to a wide audience with the help of newspapers. A series
of 'WeektY newspaper articles constitutes the "lectures" for each course; these are
supplemented with a .book of Readings. and 4: Study Guide. CollegescAthin the
:Circulation area of ,Participating newspapers offer credit for the courses. While

.:many readers' earn valuable college credit, manymore.add to their knowledge by
reading the "lectures". by prominent scholar-writers which appear in their local
papers.

Teachers of Advanced Placement Courses in high schools may find all the mat-
erials to be useful for a-s ecial Bicentennial course other teachers ma find the
newspaper essays to be valuable-course suppl ments.

The Courses By Newspaper for.1975-76'(September through May) have been prepared
to help, implement the American. Issues Forum. Called American Issues Forum I:
American.- Society in the Making; and American Issues .Forum The Molding of
American Value's, they explore the people, ideals, political institutions that are
uniquely American and the ftequent contradictions between American life styles and
values. The week/Y' newspaper articles for each 18-week course are written by some of
the nation's leading scholars. Daniel Aaron of Harvard University is the general_
editor. Below is a list of topics and authors;

_ AMERICAN ISSUES FORUM I: American Society. in the Making

Unit I: Introduction
Daniel Aaron, PrOfessor of English and American Literature, Harvard Uni-
versity._

Unit.II: The Making of Peoples
John Higham, Professor of Hidgory, The Johns Hopkins University.

Unit HI: Men and Nature in America
John A. Jackson, Adjunct Professor, University of California, Berkeley; and
Lecturer, Harvard University.

Unit IV: Quest for Freedoms
. Alan Barth, former prize-winning. editorial writer for the Washington
Post..

Unit V: Government and the Popular Will
Doris Kearns, Associate Professor of Government, Harvard University.

Unit VI:. Conclusion
Michael Parrish, Associate Professor of History, University of California,
Berkeley.

1-2
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AMERICAN ISSUES FORUM II: The Molding of. American Values

Unit I: Introduction
Allen Weinstein, Associate' Professor of History; and Director American
Studies Program, Smith College.

Unit-II: The Dynamics of Workt,
Robert Heilbroner, Norman Thomas ProfessOr of Economics, The Graduate
Faculty, New School for Social Research.

Unit III: Buying and Selling
Paul A. Samuelson, Professor of Economics, Massachusetts Institute of
Technology. .

Unit IV: America and the Outside World ,

Walter LaFeber, Noll Professor of History, Cornell University.

Unit V: The Shaping of American Character and Values
Neil Harris, Professor of History, the University of Chicago.

Unit VI: Conclusion
Daniel Aaron and Allen Weinstein.

Supplementary materials for both. Courses By Newspaper are also available. A
Selection of Readings that corresponds, to the topics of. the American Isiues Forum
ihas been brought together in American.Issues Forum Reader Volume I and .VoidMe
companion Study Guide, contains essays, bibliographies, and suggested discussion
'questions.

The A SourceBook For American Issues Forum contains week -by -week discussion
. procedures and materials, includingeources of background information on each weekly
topic, suggested books to review each week, and stimulating discussion quedtions on
each of the 36 topics. 41 these materials may be ordered from Publisher,
Incorporated, P.O. Box 381, Del Mar, California 92014. Pleage see attached brochures
for additional ordering information. Teachers considering purchase of the Readers
for use in their classes may obtain free examination copies by writing to the
publishers.



* * *
COURSES BY NEWSPAPER COPAIMUNITY GUIDE:

A Source Book for
the American Issues Forum***

. simplifies the task of creating informative,
lively, issue-oriented programs for the American
Issues Forum.

In this inexpensive guide is a wealth of re-
sources you can use to enrich your group's dis-
cussions of American Issues Forum topics.

Resources like:
background information on the American
Issues Forum
a list of Aderican Issues Forum related
materials and projects, including Courses
By Newspaper
sources of background information on each
weekly topic
suggested books to review each week
provocative discussion questions on each of
the 36 topics.
ideas on speakers and panel discussions to
enrich programs
films, records and cassettes related to each
weekly topic
information on obtaining the resources you
need for your programs

r
Publisher's Inc.
P.O. Box 381
Del Mar, CA. 92014

Please send me:
copy/copies of A Source Book for American
Issues, Forum, $1.25
copy/copies of A Source Book for American
Issues Forum, Vol. II, $1.25 (Available Fall,
1975)
copy/copies of. AMERICAN ISSUES
FORUM READER Vol. I, $4.95

_copy/copies of AMERICAN ISSUES
FORUM STUDY GUIDE Vol. I, $2.95
(Available August, 1975)

_copy /copies of AMERICAN ISSUES
FORUM READER Vol. II, $4.95 (Available
Fall, 1975)
copy/copies of AMERICAN ISSUES
FORUM STUDY GUIDE Vol. II, $2.95
(Available Fall, 1975)

I.

Volume One of Courses by Newspaper
Community Guide: A Source Book for the
American Issues Forum includes program sug-
gestions for the first tour months of the Forum.

Volume Two will contain program suggestions
for the last five months. Both volumes were pre-
pared as part of the bicentennial program of
Courses By Newspaper, University of California
Extension, San Diego.

AMERICAN ISSUES FORUM:
A Courses By Newspaper Reader

Courses By Newspaper also has prepared lively
and thought-provoking Readers that correspond
to the topics of the American Issues Forum. Both
-Volumes I & II of American Issues! Forum: A
Courses By Newspaper Reader contain per-
sonal narratives, fictional pieces, critical essays,
poems, documents and excerpts from major
American literary classics. These Readers and
accompanying Study Guides provide useful
background and perspectives for participants in
the Forum.

Please send check or
or C.O.D.'s.

I am enclosing a total.
add 6% sales tax)

money order. No currency

of (Calif. residents

NAME

TITLE

ORGANIZATION

ADDRESS

CITY

STATE __ZIP



APPEMIX II

Materials included in this appendix are related to the American Issues Forum
and are of particular interest to schools.

WNET 13: In-School Television

WNET/13 is producing a series of nine dramatic TV programs (one for each month
of the Calendar) for use in grades 6 through 9, which may also be of interest to
senior high school teachers. The series, called OURETORY, is intended for daytime
broadcast by educational TV stations to provide in- school TV programming to the
_schools they serve. Each film will depict how an ordinary American (who actually
existed historically) confronted difficult situations or personal decisions in his
time. They will be dramatic in character, but open-ended in that they are designed
to lead student discussions of the values guiding the protagonists. It may also be
aired on public television stations during prime time beginning in September. For
times, contact your local public television station,

WNET is distributing free copies of a 16-page Classroom guide to accompany each
film to all the Social Studies departments of junior and senior high schools. These
will be sent about a month before each program is ailed. The print material,
designed by curriculum experts and artists, is as unique as the films. The guides
include suggestions about how the films might be used in classroom procedures,
reproducible written materials for student use, and further information about the
characters and incidents portrayed.

Upper Elementary Materials

The Educational Research and Service Center, University of South Dakota, has
developed a Regional Teaching Guide coordinated with the AIF topics, entitled 101
aims to Do For Your Bicente '1: A Teaehin ide for the Cultural Risto and --

ApaafA_zej..,Georallestern is is designed for grades 4
through 9 in the nine state area of Wyoming, Montana, Utah, Colorado, North and
South Dakota, Minnesotai and,Iawa.

The guide represents a ready-made set of lesson plans with related activities
and enrichment, materials for easy and immediate use. It covers teaching units on
American 'Indians; Explorers, Trappers, Traders; Soldiers and-Forts; Transportation,
Commerce, Communication; Cattlemen, Agriculture; Government and Politics; Conser-
vation and Ecology; Towns and Town Builders; and Culture.

In addition to the lesson: plans, the teaching guide includes supplementary
materials consisting of bibliographies, general, references, and information of
local; county, and state nature; introductory materials consisting of charts, maps,

0 etc., and 101 Bicentennial projects for clasSroom, school, downtown window dis-
plays, and community centers.
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The guide is available -fPr purchase-48.00 per guide; 10 or more $7.50. Checks
should be made payeble" to "The USD Educational Research and Service Center." For
information and,,Amaterial- contact; Dr. Bruce G. Milne, -Director, Educational
Research and---Service Center, University of South. Dakota, Vermillion, South Dakota
57068.

Bicent

Guided by the Speech CommunicationAssociation, a national debate and public
speaking contest for high school and college -age people will be held on the American
Issues Forum's .monthly topics; Contests involve a network of local, district,
sectional, and regional events, culminating in a national conference and competition
in!Washington, D.C., June, 1976. More detailed information on the Youth Debates has
been sent to the heads of the Social Studies Departments of the high schools in our
sixestate region.

The Bicentetnial Youth Debates project i5 producing materials that may be of
interest to the social studies and history teacher. Its Topic Analysis includes
essays, reading materials, and bibliographies for further research on the AIF
topics. Volume I is ready for distribution in August, 1975; y lume II, in.January,
.1976. For information and materials contactt.

National Director;

Dr. Richard .C. Huseman, Director
Bicentennial Youth Debates
1625 Massachusetts-Avenue, Na.
Washington, D.C. 20036
Telephone: (202) 265-1070

Colorado and Utah:

John Crain
Notre Dame High School
2821 Lansing Boulevard
Wichita Falls, Texas 76309
Telephone: (817)'692-7202

Regional Coordinators:

Montana, Wyoming, North
and South Dakota;.

Donald Ritzenhain
Mayne State University
Department of Speech Communication

and Theatre
Detroit, Michigan 48202
Telephone: 013) 577-231F

Froiect Forward '76

Project Forward- '76 is an interreligious but non-ecclesiastical Bicentennial
Project of the Interchurch Center, a non-profit corporation in New York. Its Forum:
Reglious Faith Speaks to American Issuteo William A. Norglen,"editor ($2.95), uao
prepared primarily for use by adult church groups.

Ethics for Everybody iscussion leaders guide to the American 1 sue Forum

may be of utility i n ,choolos Central to its u.T2 is a flvalue-c s" which
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will lead a group to examine each issue from all points of the ethical compass. The
basic question is: What is good and bad, right and wrOng about the American
Experience. Single copies are free, multiple copies are 500 elich plus postage at the
following rates: 250 for one, 500 for five, $1 for 10, and $2 for twenty or more.
They may be secured by applying to: Project Forward 576, Room 1676, 475 Riverside
Drive, New York, view York10022.

Soholastic Voice

ScholasticIglat, reaching high school teachers of English throughout the
country, will, develop monthly statements on the Forum's topics which will relate
various literary works and trends to the monthly issues. .


